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Abstract
In this document, a novel combination of cross-layer strategies in Application and
Network layer, to address timeliness on delivered information (accuracy on sensing
intervals), handle latency times on a data-centred way, and improve energy manage-
ment and robustness in a non-mobile scenario where data is numerical and cardinal
is proposed. The network is modelled as an Asynchronous Cellular Automata (CA)
with an irregular neighbourhood, and four states. Nodes of the network are the cells
of the grid in the CA, and states change depending on internal circumstances of each
node and the neighbourhood. According to this model, Scheduling of sensing intervals
according to data slopes, is used as a way to improve timeliness on sensing data and to
fit latencies to the change rate of data. Dynamic time-based local addressing, is used
to allow a reduction in the size of packet overhead without disruptively affecting net-
work size. Neighbour updates are arranged at variable time intervals; every neighbour
knows the time at which they will happen, because in the model, an asynchronous
cellular automata updates individual cells independently.
A new set of Cross-Layer Performance Metrics, for the evaluation of event-driven
communication strategies in WSN, is presented. This set of metrics introduce numeric
scores for establishing the quality of several WSN features. The scores can be used by
designers to determine how well a strategy is performing on those aspects. This perfor-
mance metrics, define a framework for non-subjective comparison of WSN strategies,
that can be used with any existing protocol to evaluate WSN features. The metrics
are used in this document to establish performance of the strategies also proposed
here.
Results show that the POLA strategy is useful for sensing data accurately on the
mean cases, without abusing of oversampling; achieving smaller Median Hop Count
Modes, and significantly smaller Maximum Hop Counts; achieving smaller Mean Indi-
vidual Communication Energy Expenditures on non-monotonous Datasets; distribut-
ing energy consumptions on the network in a more even way; and Maintaining a small
Normalized Difference in Hop Count Mode, when losing up to 45 percent of the net-
work.
Future work is envisioned, on improving and adapting the strategies proposed in
this document, to fit rescue applications, by incorporating and articulating mobility,
improvements with evolutionary techniques, reconstruction of data identity informa-
tion, artificial curiosity and security into the strategies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Scope
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a kind of distributed system, in which nodes
are provided with a CPU, a wireless transceiver and sensors (See Figure 1.1). Each
node is fed by an energy source (power), contains sensors and even actuators that
interact with the environment (sensors), whose information is transmitted by means
of a transceiver which may use any wireless communication channel (radio). The
communication channel is not limited to electromagnetic waves, visual or acoustic
channels may also be used for networking. Interaction of all these components is
coordinated by a controller (Controller).
Figure 1.1: Elements in a wireless sensor network node.
As for computing resources, nodes have only about few kb on RAM (typically
between 4k and 1M), processors of few Mhz (typically between 10Mhz and 100Mhz)
and mostly 8-bit to 12-bit architectures, but newer processors for pervasive computing
even use 32-bit architectures and double cores, at 400Mhz. Processors are usually slow
because increased clock cycles are more energy-demanding, as well as longer sizes in
words; also, an 8-bit word is faster and energy-savy than a 32-bit, unless applications
require complex floating point calculations, like high-end audio or image processing,
where smaller processors usually deal with small buffers of a time series. Storage for
programs is also limited, since most architectures rely on ROM memory for it, and
typical sizes come from 64k to 1M, and some hobbyists increase it with flash memories,
however sizes are still small and limited. Finally, nodes tend to be fed by batteries
or harvest their own energy with solar cells, electromagnetic energy and sometimes
kinetic energy from the scenario they are placed into. Most available solutions feed
from 3v cr2032 lithium batteries (which are round and flat in shape batteries used
mostly in clocks, which provide up to 230mAh @2v), or from a couple of 1.5v AAA
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alkaline or lithium batteries (which provide up to 1200mAh @0.9v each), meaning that
given the capacity of the batteries. Examples of WSN nodes can be seen in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Examples of WSN nodes: (Upper Left) Panasonic Freescale based; (Upper
Right) SENTILLA; (Lower Left) Crossbow; (Lower Right)AVR USBRAVEN -Pictures
are not scaled, property of their respective owners, used in this document for illustra-
tive purposes-
Nodes communicate with each other to execute a task with the sensed information.
The task can be as simple as taking the information to a central point, or result in a
decision making process to interact with the environment. In other words, a wireless
sensor network, is a network whose nodes are also provided with sensor elements and
dispersed in a physical area in which the phenomenon of interest is placed [17]. Such
simple concept leaves a big room to potential applications.
The concept of WSN has been around for a while, hidden behind other concepts and
applications. Nowadays, there are many applications, such as monitoring industrial
processes [5], wildlife [38], agriculture [35], and environment [1]; also behind building
automation [29] [40] [20], fire rescue [37], consumer electronics [55], and robotics [32],
just to list a few. Blending WSNs with other concepts opens doors to more applica-
tions, with their own features and challenges.
The first references that used the WSN term where published between 1999 -
2000, such as [12], [22]. Approaches to the concept date back to 1997 under the
name of Piconet [19]. The concept rapidly gained momentum, and by the year of
2003, it was considered one of the technologies that where hoped to change the world
during the next decade [46]. In that same year, the IEEE 802.15 standards group
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decided to stablish a standard named ”Low Rate Wireless Personal Area Network /
LR WPAN” [8], which was the first effort to establish some kind of regulation and
compilation of good practices in this area, due to the proliferation of studies with
results whose articulation with the industry and between each other was questionable.
After continued efforts of both industry and academy, the concept continued to
evolve until the IPSO Alliance (Internet Protocol for Smart Objects) was made on
September 2008. IPSO Alliance is a work group between academic and industrial
committees, which aims to find and educate about best practices to implement smart
objects. Smart objects have basically the same structure a wireless sensor network
node has, with reduced functions. That same year, the IPSO Alliance was included in
the top 30 of the most important technology innovations of 2008 by Times Magazine
[34].
Virtually, almost any measurement application can be fulfilled with WSN, and
there are certain applications that may not be practical with wired monitoring, such
as measurement of mobile systems, environmental monitoring, and medical signal
monitoring. WSN are tools, which are not limited to one enabling technology -enabling
technologies are hardware and/or firmware that make networks function-.
Working with WSN does not imply any specific enabling technology, standard or
protocol. What working with WSN does imply, is the fact that nodes are constrained
in nature: they have limited power, limited processing capacity, and a limited range
of individual action, as seen in Figure 1.1.
For each constraint, there are techniques that can be used in order to manage it.
For energy constraints, a popular technique is battery shaping: switching high-drain
elements, in order to alter the battery discharge curve and slow the voltage drops,
due to the continued use of high-drain devices. For constraints related to processing
capacity, simplicity on the algorithms, intelligent coding and upgrading of memory
are common strategies. Also, reducing the use of the most energy-expensive processes
(i.e. those that involve turning the transceiver or the sensor on, if sensors turn to be
high-draining) or computation-expensive processes (i.e. complex algorithms, memory-
consuming code) is a very popular way of coping with most constraints.
Constraints allow costs to go as down as node quantities increase, and this in
turn allows a more granular approach to solve any sensing-related application. The
kind of flexibility a WSN allows to a sensing-related application is a consequence of
how well constraints are managed; managing limitations is rarely a simple task, and
involves measuring the WSN’s performance according to the context in which the
system works. However, constraints have not stopped the community from exploring
interesting applications and techniques.
Finding ways to intelligently handle the WSN is important, because it will ul-
timately allow them to perform real unattended monitoring and control, in many
situations where it was not possible before. There are several ways to measure and
establish the performance of a WSN, depending on certain features [13] [45]. One
way to do so, is to use specific performance characteristics either in each layer, or
transversal to them [48].
Examples of layer-specific metrics are BER (Bit Error Rate) in layer two, Packet
Loss, Packet Delay and Delay Variation in layer three, and SNR (Signal-Noise Ratio)
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in the communications channel. BER measures the percentage of bits that arrived with
errors versus the total number of bits of a transmission; Packet Loss, Packet Delay
and Delay variation measures how many packets did not arrived taking a stream as a
reference, Packet Delay is a statistic of the delay on a stream or between streams of
packets, and Delay variation measures the changing rate of those variations.
Examples of transversal performance features that can be measured using some
metric, are Energy Management, Robustness, Latency Times, and Precision on Deliv-
ered Information (accuracy). Energy Management, refers to performance of strategies
that deal with maximizing network lifetime, or lifetime of certain critical points of the
network. Robustness is the capacity a network has to maintain a certain connectivity
or coverage, or both, given a certain failure percentage on its nodes. Latency Times
are delays in receiving an answer to an information request directed to the network.
Precision on Delivered Information can be temporal, or spatial, and refers to how
accurately sensing strategies were, in the context application states.
By far, the most popular performance feature in WSN literature is Energy Man-
agement, since either directly or indirectly, all WSN-related work has to do something
with it [21] [6] [60] [47] [48]. Such popularity is understood since without energy, the
network will not support itself. It actually has a direct impact on how well other per-
formance features perform: robustness is about maintaining connectivity or coverage
given a certain failure percentage in the network, and some techniques include con-
trolling the energy expenses of some important nodes, but even with a robust design,
if the network runs out of energy too quickly, it may not last; small latency times
are desirable on many scenarios, and the best way to do so, is either to keep the net-
work synchronized, or to have transceiver polling times, and longer reception times,
but the transceiver usually spends around 15000-6000 times more energy than a node
in low-energy state and 10-60 times more energy than a node in idle state with the
transceiver turned off, which makes both polling and long reception times expensive.
Therefore, there is a trade-off between energy management and latencies. Some au-
thors even state that maximizing network lifetime by means of reducing power spent
on transmitting while using multicast is NP-Hard [26].
Latencies and robustness are also somewhat popular, especially the first one. There
are many WSN applications that have some tolerance for delays from 1-5 seconds to
minutes and even hours, like most environmental monitoring applications, comfort-
oriented applications, and educational applications; but there are also many WSN
applications that have a very small tolerance for delays, requiring smaller answer
times (smaller than 1 second), like unmanned vehicular systems, some robotic squads,
healthcare applications, and many industrial process monitoring scenarios, so the spec-
trum is wide.
Latencies have been explored since the early times where the WSN started to be
taken seriously, and usually dealt with from the point of view of the network layer
[36] [16]. Robustness on static scenarios has been explored using mostly geographic
information [23] [58] [30] [25], however the scenario differs greatly when dealing with
mobility since many dynamic features enter the game, and most approaches use other
contextual information, as well as geographic information [9].
Literature about protocols that address accuracy, is not as frequent as it is on other
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performance features, such as latencies or energy or robustness management. Precision
and fidelity of measurements, are a direct consequence of the strategy used to handle
the resources of the nodes [12]. As the author sees it, precision oriented protocols
on any layer, as well as architectures, are product of data oriented approaches. In
data oriented approaches, latencies need to be carefully balanced, because outdated
information is incorrect and useless. On mobile scenarios, a measurement done in the
wrong moment might be labelled as incorrect, because it would have been performed
in a different space than the one requested. As a consequence, not all data oriented
approaches are useful for achieving precision, or perform equally on different scenarios,
and most designers only consider the case were scheduling of sensing intervals is done
at equally spaced intervals.
A classic data oriented solution such as a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) might
seem good, because browsing data seems to be more efficient than browsing the nodes
of a network [49] [28]. In this solution, each required data can be seen as a hash. When
a query to the hash occurs, the DHT delivers a set of nodes which are associated with
the hash. This takes the DHT up to O(logn) time, where n is the number of nodes
in the network. The lowdown of such way to address data-centricity, is the static
nature of hash tables; hash tables are not practical for dynamic or mobile networks
unless there is a global knowledge of the deployment (i.e. geographic information),
and that is not always the case. Also, time spent in obtaining matches in the DHT,
can be undertaken by the losses in keeping track of a dynamic hash, and the number
of messages spreaded over the network increases. Finally, a DHT might answer the
query with a set of nodes but not with routes (something that should be addressed as
a separate issue).
An approach such as publish-subscribe, where any node interested on a data stream
provided by another node, may subscribe to the data stream, can also seem good[13].
Such a solution allows nodes to exchange information they need, but does not provide
an insight on how precisely the information is measured. Another disadvantage of the
publish-subscribe approach, is the way of implementing it. A simple way of doing so, is
by using a centralized database to match subscriptions and publications and that is not
practical for a distributed system; meanwhile, a distributed implementation of publish-
subscribe increases the infrastructure traffic needed in order to keep subscriptions
up-to-date, and requires more memory on each node to host the list of subscribers
interested on each event.
There can be many other layer specific and transversal performance metrics, but
WSN designers choose the measures they need according to the kind of task the system
is required to perform. Most of the papers reviewed through the extension of this
document, have something in common: most designers address one or two performance
features, which tends to weaken the overall performance of the system, because the
rest of the features sometimes are not thoughtfully considered. Conversely, if too much
features are considered, the number of possible decisions turns too big to be explored
without the task to turn into a random search.
In this document, a novel combination of cross-layer strategies in Application and
Network layer, to address timeliness on delivered information (accuracy on sensing
intervals), handle latency times on a data-centred way, and improve energy manage-
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ment and robustness in a non-mobile scenario where data is numerical and cardinal
is proposed. The network is modelled as an Asynchronous Cellular Automata (CA)
with an irregular neighbourhood, and four states. Nodes of the network are the cells
of the grid in the CA, and states change depending on internal circumstances of each
node (how data behaves or internal timer state) and the neighbourhood (messages are
sent directly to a Sink node, or to a node that has a sink node as a neighbour, or just
sent to any node).
According to this model, Scheduling of sensing intervals according to data slopes, is
used as a way to improve timeliness on sensing data and to fit latencies to the change
rate of data. Dynamic time-based local addressing, is used to allow a reduction in
the size of packet overhead without disruptively affecting network size, which in turn
reduces energy consumption of address frames on the network layer, and also helps a
robust behaviour to emerge from local-based interactions, where each node counts on
its local neighbours for a message to be transmitted. Finally, neighbour updates are
arranged at variable time intervals, where every neighbour knows the time at which
they will happen, because in the model, an asynchronous cellular automata updates
individual cells independently. This way, actual neighbours, and nodes searching for
a neighbour with their transceiver turned on, can be a part of each node’s neighbour-
hood.
This document is organized as follow: First, a state of the art on WSN design
techniques is presented in Chapter 2. Then, performance metrics are presented in
Chapter 3, strategies for timeliness on delivered information, data-centred latencies
and energy management are explained in Chapter 4. A Dynamic Addressing strategy
that improves robustness and energy management even more when combined with
the strategy described in Chapter 4, is presented in Chapter 5. Test settings and
simulation results for the combination of strategies are presented in Chapter 6. Finally,
contributions are summarized, conclusions from this work stated, and future directions
envisioned in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Wireless Sensor Network Design
As seen in Chapter 1, a number of papers and standards have been published over
the years, surveying different aspects of Wireless Sensor Networks, from applications,
communication strategies and physical layers, to more philosophical aspects, some of
them related to design space and design procedures. Even though, a real agreement
on how should WSNs be designed has not been universally established yet, and there
are uncountable approaches to WSN design. Therefore, when a novice person is ex-
ploring WSN, such uncountable range often turns overwhelming. In this chapter, a
survey on Wireless Sensor Network design strategies is summarized in two sections:
Section 2.1 describes observations on traditional WSN design strategies, and Section
2.2 summarizes Bio-inpired modelling and computing techniques, whose application
in WSN has novelty (on the last 5-6 years).
2.1 On traditional WSN design strategies
When designing WSNs, several decisions are made, since these systems are a combi-
nation of hardware, firmware (protocols and application behaviours) and supporting
procedures (node deployment, information gathering, and any other needed).
First, application’s needs are summarized, in order to choose which type of com-
munications channel to use, size and resilience of hardware, and which performance
metrics need to be fulfilled in order to choose communication stack and applica-
tion’s behaviour. For example, on underwater applications, radio-frequency-based
transceivers are useless, where acoustic-based transceivers would be more appropriate;
special packaging needs are also taken into consideration; if the underwater scenario
is mobile, communication stack differs from that of a static scenario, scalability might
need to be considered more seriously, and application behaviour may change as well.
Second, a strategy for node deployment and information gathering must be estab-
lished, which also influences how scalable the network needs to be. In the case of an
underwater application, node deployment can be costly and needs careful planning,
and information gathering may require repeaters for information to be taken to a
storage facility.
In the end, designers decide if a product from the market satisfies their needs, or
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if it is necessary to develop a custom-made solution on any particular layer of the
communications stack (including hardware).
Two main currents of WSN design can be identified: Standards-based, and custom-
made. On the Standards-based design strategy, the design process is reduced into a
selection process: a product compliant with an industrial standard is selected, accord-
ing to how critical the application is, for example, building automation, energy quality
and healthcare applications can be approached to with Zigbee-compliant devices on
each profile, Smart object applications like consumer electronics, can be approached
to with an IPSO compliant product, and so on [8] [31]. This design strategy is strongly
oriented to minimize cost and effort whenever possible, but since it only involves se-
lecting an available solution, capabilities can be limited.
On custom-made design strategies, there is a broad spectrum of customization
that varies between putting together a number of standards-based products, to cases
where designers begin with a commercially available hardware as a physical layer and
then skim standards based MAC and Network layers while doing a fully customized
application layer, and the farther extreme of the spectrum is full hardware/software
co-design, where hardware and all the layers of the communications stack are designed
from scratch [40].
2.2 Bio-inspired Modelling and Computing Techniques
for Wireless Sensor Network Design
In the past decade, diverse aspects of WSN have been studied, however there are
no clear guidelines about how should WSNs be designed. Much of the attention has
been given to ”what to do”: Finding innovative applications [33] [4] [35] [29] [37],
developing enabling technologies and operative systems [3] [27] [18], and especially
the development of new protocols and architectures [28]. During the exploration of
such aspects, many researchers decided to approach to the issues with Bio-inspired
techniques. There are a number of Bio-inspired techniques [15] [13], and in this sec-
tion focus lies on Cellular Automata as a way to model, and the use of evolutionary
approaches to design WSN.
2.2.1 Modelling approaches through Cellular Automata
Cellular Automata (CA) are a natural way to model Wireless Sensor Networks, and
that is why the center of interest of this survey are CA-based models; CA are biolog-
ically inspired models of cellular growth, proposed in the early 1950s simultaneously
by Stanislaw Ulam and John Von Neumann. A WSN can be seen as an automata in
which local states change depending on the information gathered from a set of neigh-
bours. Neighbours can be defined on different ways, depending on the kind of states
and transitions the automata is going to control.
The use of cellular automata to model WSN allows some interesting features to
be incorporated into the model, but some limitations need to be dealt with, as well.
First at all, communication constraints can be easily treated; a node, just like a cell,
has a limited number of immediate neighbours; a node, just like a cell, changes its
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state according to the states of its neighbours (including the actual state of the node).
However, on real WSN scenarios, using a synchronous CA may require the whole
network to stop every process in order to individually perform the calculation of the
next state. Such situation is not practical, because even if the process was done
really fast, a global coordination is needed and the beauty of a cellular automata is
the absence of global supervision. Asynchronous cellular automata would be a more
realistic representation of the way transitions are performed on a WSN, but to the best
of the author’s knowledge, only a small number of publications have been delivered
about it, and in the last two years [57]. A cellular automata can be used for intrusion
detection on a WSN, also keeping energy expenses as low as possible in [59].
A scheme in which nodes are assigned with activity and sleep times using a proba-
bilistic cellular automata, that does not need information on the physical or directional
properties of a node is proposed in [23]. It is based only on local information from one
hop away. They also propose a topology control algorithm, based also on a cellular au-
tomata, that aims to keep both connectivity and coverage, oriented to the sink nodes.
This work is clearly oriented to the energy management performance metric. But it
also seems to be oriented to robustness, since the topology control algorithm aims to
maintain connectivity and coverage toward the sink nodes. However, no evidence on
the performance of robustness was found on the paper.
Some work relying on cellular automata to handle certain behaviours in the WSN,
is oriented to WSN security [7]. Here, the authors use a cellular automata to configure
paired keys between neighbour sensor nodes, during several operational stages of the
network, on a low computational and energetic cost. This is done by keeping low
message overheads, while reaching an acceptable security level.
Cooperation and efficient network clustering, obtained by means of cellular au-
tomata, can reach interesting results on long term global energy administration [41].
In this paper, an irregular cellular automata that learns clusters is used. The algorithm
is distributed, nodes do not need synchronization, and re-clustering is performed by
means of local information, in contrast to a vast number of algorithms that need global
knowledge of the network. Results in this work show that their proposed algorithm
is good on network clustering and energy management of the cluster heads. Total
network lifetime is increased, compared to other approaches they chose to compare
with.
2.2.2 Evolutionary Approaches in WSN Design
The resource-constrained nature of WSNs, makes their design (and especially the de-
sign of their behaviour) a complex task: from the specification of application features
and the design of the communication algorithms, to either selection or custom-made de-
sign of hardware. When constraints and options grow, the simplest and more complete
solution often turns better, but finding solutions is not always simple. Evolutionary
approaches, offer a feasible way of obtaining those solutions.
The use of Evolutionary approaches, for WSN design has been explored recently.
Different design features are treated on each, such as Clustering, Routing, Node posi-
tioning, Security and Cross-Layer design. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have been widely
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used, however global approaches are the common denominator on their models. Ge-
netic Programming has not been as popular for designing WSN behaviours.
Genetic Algorithms in WSN Design
A GA is an evolutionary computing technique that uses the way nature performs
the evolution process, to find possible solutions of a problem. GAs work by treating
each possible solution for the problem as the individuals of a population, immersed
on an environment. Each individual is better of worse than the other members of the
population, according to the fitness function, which represents how fit is an individual
for that particular environment. Population evolves by epochs (generations). To
obtain a new generation, genetic operators, such as mutation or crossover, are applied
to the current generation to generate new candidates for the new generation. Genetic
operators operate in the Genotype, which is a functional encoding of the individual’s
characteristics (Phenotype), suitable for the use of the genetic operators. Binary
encoding is used very often. In order to apply some operators, such as crossover,
parent selection policies may be used. After a genetic operator is applied to the current
generation, a replacement policy states which members of the population (either from
the new candidates, or the current generation) will be part of the new generation.
The process goes on and on until a condition is met, and then some individuals will
represent suitable solutions to the problem.
GAs are especially useful for optimization of design goals. In an algorithm named
Dynamic Optimal Design Algorithm (DODA), a GA used to solve a multi-objective
optimization problem in which goals represent desirable features of a WSN, like uni-
formity on measurements, battery life, connectivity, clustering and others, leaded to a
cross-layer design [23]. Communication layers and application layer where merged. In
DODA, each global network state is an individual of the GA, and new global network
states are evolved on each time step. A great model of network behaviour for static
conditions is obtained, but scalability and flexibility are compromised: if transmission
errors occur, or data features, position or number of nodes change, the model would
be inaccurate and the global behaviour would not perform as expected.
GAs have also been used on clustering applications. We would like to consider
[23]. In this paper, a GA is used to optimize the number of clusters and sensor
connections for an arbitrary network; clustering is used for achieving smaller nominal
communication power on each node, by shortening transmission distances. The GA
is first has to establish which nodes are cluster-heads, and how many clusterheads
are needed; crossover and mutation are used as genetic operators, and a roulette is
used to select which individuals will conform the next generation. Once cluster-heads
are selected, each non-cluster head node connects to the nearest cluster-head, and
exclusively belong to that cluster. Cluster-heads collect data from all nodes belonging
to its cluster, and send that data to a unique sink node in one hop. Here, the sink node
is a collection center for data, whose features are not included on the GA, and it is
assumed that all nodes may be able to deliver information to it, when they are chosen
to be cluster-heads. The energy savings they aimed, are savings introduced by using
less energy to transmit to shorter distances. However, communication dead times,
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(the times with the transceiver turned on in rx or tx, waiting for data to be received
or retransmitting data) are not addressed at all. This issue is just as important (or
maybe more) than reducing communication distances, because dead times can mean
twice or more the actual needed for communication with the transceiver turned on,
and wasting precious energy by doing unnecessary tasks. Also, the energy spent on
sending data to the collection center (sink) is not considered, and this combined with
the assumption of one collection center (sink), introduces an inflexible scenario, and
how this algorithm could be implemented are not clear; it is possible to think that
the algorithm could run on top of the nodes, but the communication energy needed
to run the GA makes such thing impractical because batteries would run out fast. It
is also possible to think that simulations are run and then the model is implemented
on physical nodes, but that would make the approach even more inflexible.
Hybrid design approaches in routing and clustering algorithms have also been
explored. The use of GA to find the minimum number of sinks, while maximizing
network lifetime is proposed, in collaboration with other classic clustering techniques,
to minimize of the number of sink nodes for a predefined minimum operation period,
is presented in [51]. A sink node in the context of this work, is a gateway node
that receives information from the sensor nodes, and is more expensive and energy-
draining; this is why is so important for them to minimize the number of sink nodes.
The network is also modelled using a global approach.
A word on the use of Genetic Programming for WSN behaviour design
Genetic Programming (GP), is another evolutionary computing technique that also
uses the way nature performs evolution, in order to find possible solutions for problems,
however individuals of the population are encoded as programs, often using trees to
relate instructions. The idea was proposed by Cramer in 1985, Schmidhuber in 1987,
and put together by Koza in 1992 [10], [11], [39].
Even through GP has been around for around two decades, there is only a very
small amount of documented work about its use on WSNs. In 2005, Johnson et al
proposed a framework to perform GP on a WSN node, with the constraints it implies,
and an algorithm to evolve an in-network GP solution [14]. The authors propose the
Broadcast-Distributed Parallel genetic programming model (BDP), a model in which
GP is used by each node to evolve its own code to optimize for better local performance,
according to the available network information. To do such evolution, nodes can
recombine their genetic information with the neighbours’ genetic information. BDP
runs simultaneously on every node, and instead of making individual connections for
evolution, broadcast is used to distribute genetic information. The algorithm first
evaluates the fitness of the node, performs genetic reproduction with the information
the node receives from other broadcasts, and then sends its genetic information in a
broadcast transmission.
BDP does not have the implementation drawbacks we previously mentioned about
global approaches, because the same behaviour (a GP on top of a broadcast-based
communication layer) is mounted on all nodes. Broadcast transmissions simplify com-
munication routines and use smaller packet overheads, however, transmission range
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constraints may alter the way genetic material is exchanged between nodes on a phys-
ical implementation, which may turn to induce over-fitting (local minima) on some
places of the network, therefore such approach is quite sensible to node antenna direc-
tivity.
In 2006, Weise proposed a framework to evolve behaviours for WSN, where every
node follows the same behaviour, no direct messaging is used among nodes (therefore,
no network addresses), therefore communication is made as a one-hop broadcast [56].
The application proposed to test this work is the following: Each node of the network
(which follows the same behaviour) will be initialized knowing only a unique, random
number. The framework should then grow a program allowing the nodes to find the
maximum of these numbers. The best program would lead to each node, to know
such maximum number after execution. Here, every node’s responsability is to know
if a message is directed to them. This simplifies many things and avoiding addresses
is good to save latencies and energy, however, it would make evolution really slow in
many scenarios, or require some strong processing power.
In 2010, Valencia proposed a testbed for genetic evolution in WSN where the
scheme is truly distributed on nodes [44]. Some algorithms are proposed to be tested,
and the real interesting thing about this work, is the fact that the GP algorithm’s ar-
chitecture is not centralized but fully distributed on real nodes. The drawback on such
way of testing evolution, is the fact that distributed systems require communication,
and communication is the most expensive task on a WSN, which in turn will make
batteries run really fast, and testing performance features, especially energy-related
features must be carefully designed.
GP is a promising concept for WSN, whose integration with our present work is a
near future work.
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Chapter 3
Performance Metrics
As discussed in Chapter 1, for every performance feature, whether is layer-specific or
transversal, there are performance metrics that can be used to evaluate certain aspects
of the feature [48]. The main goal of the strategies presented in this document, is to fit
the use of resources (computing, communication and energy), to the change rates of
sensed information, and maintain connectivity with sink nodes by means of decentred
operation and local interactions.
Four performance features are evaluated on strategies that are described in Chap-
ters 4 and 5: Precision (accuracy) of Sensed information, Latencies, Robustness under
non-mobile conditions, and Energy Management.
Each section of this Chapter, defines and explains how performance metrics are
used to evaluate how well a feature is fulfilled by the strategies. In Section 3.1, the
precision feature in the context of this work is defined, and performance metrics to
evaluate it are presented. In Section 3.2, expected behaviour of latencies is described,
and metrics to evaluate it are presented, and in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, performance
metrics to evaluate Energy Management and Robustness are presented.
3.1 Metrics for Precision (Accuracy) on Sensed informa-
tion
In Chapter 1, precision on sensed information may refer to a spatial context (how ac-
curately is a variable sensed on a physical area), to a temporal context (how accurately
is a variable sensed on a time space, how timely measuring intervals are), or both.
In this work, precision is addressed in a temporal context. To evaluate how well the
strategies perform on such context, three performance metrics are presented: Ham-
ming Distance between Generated and Sensed Samples, Normalized Difference between
Trapezoidal Regions, and Average Sampling Time Shifting.
3.1.1 Hamming Distance between Generated and Sensed Samples
Data on all applications, is generated at certain frequencies and has a certain be-
haviour, which can be sensed properly or not. If too much samples are taken, then
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energy is wasted on information the system already has, but the chance of catching
a rapid and unexpected change on data is increased and therefore precision increases;
robustness is a property of random updates and addressing schemes and other fea-
tures of a protocol, so its not strongly compromised by oversampling. But in the other
hand, running out of batteries surely affects overall network robustness; latencies are
fitted to sensing times and hop delays, and the number of hops does not change with
oversampling. If too few samples are taken, energy is saved since less communication
will occur, but the whole purpose of the system is compromised since data will not be
sensed accurately.
To measure how much over- or under- sampling occurred, the metric used in this
document is the Hamming Distance between the proper number of samples (Generated
Samples) and the actual number of samples (Sensed samples). The metric is defined
in Equation 3.1.
Hamming = Sg − Ss (3.1)
Here, Sg is the number of samples Data Generator module released during simu-
lation time (proper number of samples), and Ss is the number of samples retrieved by
Application layer from Data Generator.
Hamming Distance between Generated and Sensed samples, evaluates if the strat-
egy under-sampled or oversampled data, but does not hold information about how
well placed those samples where, or how well the envelope of the data was captured
by the system. Such information is provided by the metrics presented in Subsections
3.1.2 and 3.1.3.
3.1.2 Average Sampling Time Shifting
Even when a proper number of samples is sensed by Application layer, those sam-
ples may be shifted some time units from the moment they should have been taken.
When samples are shifted, the envelope of data can be affected, especially if there are
inflection points on data. Affectation can be mitigated on monotonous data.
Measuring how much sampling times shifted on time is especially important when
sampling intervals are not equal, and that is the case of sampling intervals handled in
this document. Also, this metric is a complement on establishing possible measuring
errors: this metric provides information about how well sample times where followed,
which in turn affects distortion on the envelopes of the samples, and the metric in
Subsection 3.1.3 provides information about how well the region of an envelope of
samples, was kept.
To measure an average of how much shifting occurred in sampling times, the metric
used in this document is the Average Sampling Time Shifting (ASTshifting), presented
in Equation 3.2.
ASTshifting =
1
T
L∑
k=0
(α− δ(k)) (3.2)
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Here, α and δ(k) are just like in Difference between Trapezoidal Regions, and T is
the total simulation time of the test, and L is the total number of samples emitted by
the Data Generator, or Sensed by the Application Layer (the smaller is chosen).
3.1.3 Normalized Absolute Difference between Trapezoidal Regions
Independently of how samples where taken, a measure of how distorted the envelope
of the original samples was sensed is useful to determine the quality of the information
sensed [2], [50]. Even when the number of samples according to the hamming distance
is perfect, samples might be taken at intervals that induce information losses.
To measure how much difference exists between the area under the envelope of
original and sensed samples, when compared to the area under the envelope of the
original samples, the metric used in this document is the Normalized Absolute Dif-
ference between Trapezoidal Regions (Ntrap). In this metric, presented in Equation
3.3, the trapezoidal rule is used to calculate the area of the region under the enve-
lope of each sample set; then, the absolute difference between regions is normalized,
considering the area of the trapezoidal region of Generated Data samples.
Ntrap = |a− b
a
| (3.3)
where Equation ?? (a) is the trapezoidal rule for Generated Data:
a =
φ∑
k=0
(α)(Dg(k)−Dg(k + α))
2
(3.4)
and Equation ?? (b) is the trapezoidal rule for Sensed Data:
b =
σ∑
k=0
(δ(k))(Ds(k)−Ds(k + δ(k)))
2
. (3.5)
Here, Sg and Ss are just like on the Hamming distance. Dg(k) is the data sample
released by Data Generator on instant k. Ds(k) is the data sample gathered by
application layer on instant k. The upper limit of a, φ, is (Sg-α). α is the period in
which a new sample is released by the Data Generator. When α varies, the intervals
in which data is generated, are controlled by a function, instead of a period. δ(k) is
the interval in which Application layer senses; for every instant k, there is a δ(k) value
that depends on the change rate of sensed data. The upper limit of b, σ, is Ss−k(Ss).
3.2 Metrics for Latencies
Sink nodes, are those that gather information from the whole network, and on most
applications are used as a bridge between the used and the information provided by
the sensor network [50].
On event-driven scenarios (common on most WSN applications), events are gen-
erated by the Application layer of every node each time it polls for data; therefore,
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latency measurements in event driven scenarios, make sense only if measured in close
observation of sensing events. To evaluate how well an event driven strategy performs
on latencies, the following performance metrics are presented: Hop Count Mode and
Maximum Hop Count.
In the context of this work, a Hop refers to the next node that receives a message;
that next node can be the destination of the message, or a node in between (i.e., a
one-hop communication can be a message from a sensor node, to a Sink, and a two-hop
communication can be a message from a sensor node, to a sink node, that has to pass
by an in-between node).
It is important to state that these performance metrics only deal with latencies
introduced by the Network Layer. In this document, Latencies are not measured in
time units, but in hop count units, because a particular physical layer has to be stated
in order to transform hop counts into time units, and such introduction also brings a
bias towards a particular physical layer.
3.2.1 Hop Count Mode
The Mode of a set, is the value in the set that most frequently occurs. When the set
are Hop Counts for every message issued from a node that senses to a Sink node, the
Mode represents the most probable Hop Count that can be expected without prior
information about the neighbourhood of a particular node. The smaller a Hop Count
Mode is, the better latency times will be, because less relays are required to take data
from its sensing spot, to a Sink node.
The Hop Count Mode is calculated by finding the highest value in the Hop Count
Histogram of a run, as described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 HopCountMode()
Ensure: The value of the HopCount Mode.
1: mode← 0
2: for i = 0 to LimHopCount− 1 do
3: if HopCountHistogram[i] > mode then
4: mode← HopCountHistogram[i]
5: end if
6: end for
7: return mode
3.2.2 Maximum Hop Count
The Maximum Hop Count, is the biggest Hop Count value reached by a message issued
to a Sink node, from a node that senses. To measure the biggest latency reached by a
message in a given run, the biggest value of Hop Count is used. The Maximum Hop
Count is calculated by finding the highest non-zero index of the Hop Count Histogram,
as described in Algorithm 2
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Algorithm 2 MaxHopCount()
Ensure: The biggest index value in the Hop Count histogram.
1: i← LimHopCount
2: while HopCountHistogram[i] == 0 and i 6= 0 do
3: i← (i− 1)
4: end while
5: return i
3.3 Metrics for Energy Management
Every single task a node performs, consumes energy and needs power to be performed:
communication tasks, processing taks, sensing tasks, and leakage consumptions. To
evaluate performance of a Wireless Communication algorithm, the most significant
task to measure is the way communication power is spent, and its behaviour on
the network, since communication is the most costly activity in a Wireless Network,
as seen in Chapter 1.
To measure energy management, metrics that are described in the following Sub-
sections will be obtained from Power units, which is a standard for manufacturers
of enabling technology hardware. For simplicity, all power is assumed to be Active
Power, and Reactive Power is not considered in this metrics. The unit to measure
Active Power in the International System, is the Watt (W) and its multiples. The
Watt as a measuring unit for Power, is defined by means of Joules (J) and seconds (s),
where:
1[W ] =
1[J ]
1[s]
(3.6)
One (1) Watt is the power required to perform one (1) Joule of work during one
(1) second.
Joules are the units established in the International System to measure Energy,
and since the metrics are about energy management, that will be the unit for them. In
the same order of ideas established in Section 3.2, the metrics are not using numeric
values from any enabling technology or protocol in layers underneath. Two metrics are
presented in this Section for that matter, which are Overall Communication Energy
Spent, and the mean and variance for the Vector of Individual Communication Energy
Spent.
3.3.1 Overall Communication Energy Expenditure
The Overall Communication Energy expenditure, is the sum of all energetic consump-
tions associated to communication tasks, on the whole network, and is defined in
Equation 3.5. The only package types that spend communication energy are those
that leave the Network layer of one node in order to be received by other nodes, and
have to pass through a physical media.
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OCE = OCEpData +OCEpACK +OCEpNWKinit +OCEprU (3.7)
The sum considers packets issued by the network layer of all nodes, and the metric
represents a global perspective of how much energy any strategy spent in terms of
communication packages, and is multiplied by two because transmission requires con-
sumes in the node that sends data, and the node that receives data. For initialization
and random update packages, Equation 3.6 must be used with the packet types of each
element of the process. The energy spent by inter-layer packages is not considered as
Communication Energy, but as Processing energy.
OCEp = 2
Packets−1∑
k=0
(
PckSize
Bitrate
[bits]
[ bitss ]
+DClk[s]) ∗ Ip[J
s
] (3.8)
Here, Packet size (Pcksize) is the size of the packet the network layer sends to other
nodes; The less packets issued by all nodes of the network, the less energy is consumed,
but to sustain the strategies running, communication is always needed. Packet size is
given in bits.
Bit rate (Bitrate is a value of the physical layer of the enabling technology that
allows access to the physical media; the higher a bit rate is, the less time a bit spends
on being send and that has an influence on the energy spent, however is related directly
to the communication power spent by time unit for that enabling technology’s physical
layer. Bit rate is given in bits/sec.
Delays of the clock (Dclk) are the sum of all constant delays associated with trans-
mitting or receiving information: there is a delay on the transceiver when is turned
on for reception or transmission that varies with the enabling technologies between
a quarter to few nanoseconds. Such delay seems insignificant for a small number of
packages, but adds up when node sizes and simulation times grow. Also, a good rule of
thumb on real wireless transmissions, is to give a tolerance percentage for the expected
time of a transmission in order to cope with clock differences between nodes, which
can go from few nanoseconds on optimally synchronized clocks, to up to a full seconds.
Delays are given in seconds.
Instantaneous Power Consumption (Ip) is the value for the power consumption for
a time period of communications. Is given in Watts (Joules/sec), and therefore is the
energy in Joules spent on a time period of one second, by the communication process.
When the units in Equation 3.5 are multiplied, seconds are cancelled and the
metric’s units are Joules. Overall Communication Energy spent can also be the sum
of the Individual Communication Energy Spent by every node.
3.3.2 Mean and Variance in Vector of Individual Communication En-
ergy Expenditure
Each element in the vector of Individual Communication Energy Expenditure is the
sum of all energetic consumptions associated to communications tasks in an individual
node, as defined in Equation 3.7.
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IndCE[x] = S +R (3.9)
where S is the expenditure of sent packages, and is defined by Equation ??:
S =
SentPackets−1∑
k=0
(
PckSize
Bitrate
[bits]
[ bitss ]
+DClk[s]) ∗ Ip[J
s
] (3.10)
and R is the expenditure of received packages, and is defined by Equation ??:
R =
RecPackets−1∑
k=0
(
PckSize
Bitrate
[bits]
[ bitss ]
+DClk[s]) ∗ Ip[J
s
] (3.11)
Units and constants are just like in Equation 3.5.
Again, communication tasks are sending and receiving messages, and both require
energy. The vector then, records the contribution of each node, to the Overall Com-
munication Energy spent.
The arithmetic mean of this vector, provides information about the average energy
consumption achieved by a node, and the variance, information of how evenly or
unevenly distributed are consumption values associated to communication, around
the nodes the network. When consumptions remain an even distribution even on
different neighbourhoods, the strategy proves a more stable way of managing energy,
because nodes tend to run out of energy at closer times.
3.4 Metric for Robustness
The Metric for Robustness presented in this document, evaluates the capacity that a
strategy has, to keep communication happening on acceptable rates, when the network
loses a certain percentage of nodes.
The Metric for robustness is the Normalized difference in Hop Count Mode, in
Equation 3.8, and measures how much does the Hop Count Mode changes when parts
of the network are lost, when compared to the Hop Count Mode of the network in full.
HCMdiffnorm =
HCMall −HCMpercentage
HCMall
(3.12)
When the Normalized difference in Hop Count Mode is negative, it means that the
way packets are forwarded to get to the Sink node is far less efficient than it is was when
the network was full. But, when the Hop Count Mode is zero or positive, it means that
on changing conditions of losing nodes, the strategy is still able to perform with less
Hops, saving both time and energy. However, losing sensing nodes will always mean
losing information that can be as disposable or as important as the application states
it. In that case, the metric that measures how homogeneous is energy expenditure,
previously described in Subsection 3.3.2, might prove useful to establish the time it
will take the network before starting to lose nodes.
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3.5 Summary
In this Chapter, a novel set of Cross-Layer Performance Metrics, for the evaluation
of event-driven communication strategies in WSN, was presented. This set of met-
rics introduce numeric scores for establishing the quality of data sensing operations,
energy expenditures, latencies on event-driven scenarios, and robustness of network
performance on decaying scenarios. Numeric scores can be used by any designer in
order to determine how well a strategy is performing on those aspects.
This performance metrics define a framework for non-subjective comparison of
WSN strategies, that can be used with any existing protocol to evaluate the cross-
layer features mentioned (Precision, latencies on event-driven scenarios, Energy Man-
agement and Robustness under decaying scenarios). The metrics are used to establish
performance of the strategies presented in this document, and compare such perfor-
mance with a classic approach followed by many WSN strategies in literature.
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Chapter 4
Data-Centered Scheduling for
improving Accuracy and
Latencies on WSN
Many natural variables follow quasi-periodic behaviours and have several harmonics,
for example: environmental temperatures, that follow seasonal behaviours and also
nigh-day harmonic variations; solar radiation intensities, that also follow seasonal
behaviours and have daily harmonic variations; environmental noise follow activity
cycles of what causes them (both in the city and in rural areas).
On cases where measurements of important events, come on bursts with uneven
periods and change rates, two problems may arise in a WSN node: either important
streams of information are lost because of an inaccurately low sensing frequency, or
batteries run dead too soon because of high sensing frequencies, and nodes are forced
to send more data. And, at all cases, it is important to consider the effects a protocol
stack have on information sensed by the network, and delivered to a sink node, because
the whole purpose of the WSN can be compromised if these effects are not considered.
Many protocols, some of them described in surveys [36], [32] and [33], do not give
proper attention to the data-centric nature of WSN. These protocols are centred on
infrastructure issues, but do not provide proper attention to application issues.
Building an on-line unsupervised learning algorithm on a machine that gathers in-
formation sensed by a WSN, can be a good way to combine both computing paradigms
in order to get the flexibility of a WSN, and minimize computing constraints, and ac-
tually that is a very popular solution to surveillance and monitoring applications, but
it would centralize almost all possible behaviours on the WSN. In the future, an on-
line unsupervised learning machine on the WSN itself can be envisioned, however, a
good number of examples need to be gathered and therefore more resources may be
needed, both for storage and for processing; since WSN are so limited in all kinds of
energy and computing resources, designing a system simple enough to do such tasks
and not abuse of all resources, is a task that will need closer examination. In-node
and in-network statistic processing are not an option, since
The strategies proposed in this document, dare to give baby steps on fully de-
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centralizing WSN, by abstracting WSN behaviour as a Cellular Automata (CA) -See
Subsection 2.2.1-.
In this chapter, a strategy that increases the WSN’s ability to achieve timeliness
on data, and fits latencies to data features under reasonable conditions is presented
and described in Section 4.1. Such strategy will be referenced as POLA (Precision,
Robustness, Latency and energy Management). In the POLA strategy, the network
can be seen as an Asynchronous CA with an irregular neighbourhood with four states:
initialization, data sensing, data forwarding, and random updates. Nodes of the net-
work are the cells of the grid in the CA, and states change depending on internal
circumstances of each node (how data behaves or internal timer state) and the neigh-
bourhood (messages are sent directly to a Sink node, or to a node that has a sink node
as a neighbour, or just sent to any node).
Timeliness is achieved by dynamically shaping the sensing and sending intervals
depending on the slope of the data each node sense. Fitting latencies to data features is
achieved by reducing the amount of infrastructure-related traffic, decentralized routing
with local neighbour information, and adjusting sending intervals to sensing intervals.
This is done by controlling message scheduling with the change rate of data, making
the WSN more accurate and fitted to data needs. Measured data is a sequence of
values of cardinal numerical nature, taken at consecutive spaced times. The strategy
has two modules: one module (APP) handles measurement scheduling depending on
the change rate of data; another module (NWK) simplifies infrastructure traffic to two
types: initialization and neighbour updates. Both occur locally. During initialization,
the neighbour list is created, and each node recognizes its neighbours for the first
time. During the neighbour update stage, nodes update their neighbour list with time
intervals that follow a probability distribution.
The strategy described in this Chapter, works with cardinal numerical data, and
only require information from local neighbours. In POLA, thresholds for expected data
variability are required as initial parameters. A better approximation to application-
specific handling of resources when compared to periodic scheduling is expected by the
use of POLA. The strategy proposed in this chapter is implemented in OMNet++. As
their website states, OMNeT++ is a public-source, component-based, and modular
simulation environment for discrete events with easy GUI support, used primarily to
simulate communication networks, but it has been successfully used for other systems,
like IT systems, hardware architectures and business processes [42].
This Chapter is organized as follows: The POLA strategy is contextualized and
described in Section 4.1 where types of packages used in the strategy are described in
Subsection 4.1.1. States and Transitions of the POLA strategy (Initialization, Data
Sensing, Data Forwarding and Random Updates) are explained in Sections 4.2, 4.3,
4.4, and 4.5.
4.1 Description
A WSN node (every cell of the CA) in the context of this document, is composed by
two layers that interact through messages: Application Layer and Network Layer. On
many scenarios of monitoring applications, such as temperature, wind speeds and other
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variables, the network is presumed to be static, and the way data behaves, depends
strongly on the kind of variable the WSN is sensing, and how noisy sensing instruments
are. The POLA strategy is designed to work in a static application environment.
Given the constrained nature of WSN, storing big amounts of sensed data, is not
an option. With those constrains in mind, the POLA strategy states the following
behaviour for all nodes in the network: Application layer is the first one to be initial-
ized, and handles Application related functions, such as controlling sensing intervals,
operating on data buffers, and initializing the Network Layer. Application layer polls
to the Data Generator for data. The Data Generator is not a part of the node, but
each node talks to its own Data Generator in order to get data, just as in real life
every node senses a physical variable that changes during time. The Network layer,
handles Network related functions, such as creating a neighbour list, sending messages
to neighbours, and updating the neighbour list.
The POLA strategy can be splitted into the following phases, which are the states
of the CA: Initialization, Data sensing, Data forwarding, and Random Updates. Sink
nodes only send acknowledge messages.
4.1.1 Packet Types
A key feature of the POLA strategy is keeping packets as skim as possible, to avoid
wasting energy, time and processing time with unneeded information. There are four
types of packages that spend Communication energy (the most expensive kind), which
are: Data packet (Data), Acknowledgement packet (ACK), Network initialization
packet (NWKinit) and Random Update packet (rU).
The Data packet in Figure 4.1 has 6 fields. The first two fields, combine an address-
ing field and a sinkflag field. The sinkflag field, contains information about whether or
not the node has direct access to a Sink node. The next two fields, contain raw data,
that is being sent. The last two fields, contain information about when will the next
data package be sent.
sinkflag|addrh addrm|addrl datah datal nxtMsgh nxtMsgl
Figure 4.1: Data Packet structure.
The Acknowledgement packet in Figure 4.2, has two fields that contain information
about the type of message, the address to which the message acknowledges, and the
sink flag and address of the node that answers. The address of the node that answers,
represent the next time a message will be sent when using Dynamic Addressing.
ACK|addrh addrm|addrl sinkflag|addrh addrm|addrl
Figure 4.2: Acknowledgement / rU Packet Structure.
The Random update packet has the same structure as the ACK packet, but the
type of packet changes, which does not increase the size of the packet. The address
field according to DTLA (Chapter 5), contains the next time in which an application
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message would be sent, and the time in which the next Random Update message is
going to be sent in the case of rU .
The Network initialization packet in Figure 4.3, is a broadcast packet and, it only
carries two fields of information. The first byte, contains information about the type
of packet and the higher nibble of the address field, and the second contains the rest
of the address field. The address field in NWKinit, contains the next time in which
an application message would be sent.
NWKinit|addrh addrm|addrl
Figure 4.3: Network Initialization Packet Structure.
All fields on the packets are 8-bit fields. When two names appear in the figures
sharing the same field, each one gets 4 bits of the field. Each phase of the strategy
uses each kind of package for different purposes.
Also, there are two types of messages that happen inside the nodes, which are
Application initialization messages (AppInitMsg) and Timer messages. Application
initialization messages only contain their type, and are sent once during the Initial-
ization phase, by the Application layer to the Network layer, so that the Network
initialization stage in Algorithm 4 can now begin; Timer messages are special mes-
sages sent by means of a routine that waits for a certain time, and then delivers the
message to all layers, and contain information on the type of the timer, which is set
when sending it, and the time it took to be sent. This two message types do not spend
Communication energy, because they do not get to the physical layer and therefore
are not sent, however they do contribute to the energy consumed when processing.
4.2 Initialization
The Initialization phase allows the strategy to establish initial conditions for the strat-
egy to work. Since the POLA strategy does not support yet an initial training stage,
then the initialization stage allows it to fetch input parameters of the algorithm, most
of them related to adaptation rates of the strategy, and features of the data.
Previous to the Initialization phase in Algorithms 3 and 4, Application layer fetches
its input parameters which are: Higher and Lower thresholds (Thrh and Thrl), Data
buffer size (buff ), Step size (Step) and Initial sensing rate (ISrate). Thresholds, data
buffer size and step size are explained in Section 4.3.
In the Initialization phase, Application layer sends an initialization message to
Network Layer. An Initial sensing rate (ISrate), defines when will be sensed the first
sample. Sensing rates may be later adjusted during the Sensing stage, depending on
how data behaves.
Until now, no communication between nodes has happened: the initialization mes-
sage goes from layer to layer of the protocol, inside every node.
Then, Network Layer sends a NWKinit message into the wireless medium, and
waits for some seconds. During that time, the Network Layer is expecting to re-
ceive acknowledgements of the neighbours that listened to the message, or to receive
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NWKinit messages. If NWKinit or acknowledgement messages are received, the Net-
work Layer adds the senders as neighbours, and responds to NWKinit messages with
acknowledgements.
If the neighbourhood is full, a ”full” message is sent in response to the acknowl-
edgement or the NWKinit, so that the other nodes get the chance to remove the node
that, since it can not accept any more neighbours.
Algorithm 3 AppPOLAinit(ISrate)
Require: Float ISrate ≥ 0
1: settimer(”sense”,ISrate)
2: sendInternalmsg(”AppInitMsg”)
halfmaxlag is the half the value of the time a node waits before closing the rx
(receiving state).
4.3 Data Sensing
Data Sensing stages happen internally and independently of other nodes, affected
exclusively by data change rates and happens only on the Application Layer.
In a Data Sensing stage, a data unit is sensed and stored into a buffer of size buff,
whose value was fetched during initialization stage. Buffer buff is a FIFO queue.
The next sensing interval is obtained by comparing the slope of the buffer, which
is the change rate of the sensed data at that time, with the higher threshold (Thrh)
and the lowest threshold (Thrl). To calculate slopes, Equation 4.3 is used.
Slope2 = [
Bigger − Smaller
buffsize
]2 (4.1)
If the value of the slope is between those two thresholds, then sensing rates continue
as they where; if the value of the slope is higher than (Thrh), it means that there has
been a rapid increase of the measured variable’s values and more frequent observations
better follow those changes, therefore the sensing rate is increased in Step units, which
means the next sensing period will be the result of substracting Step from the actual
sensing period. The process is described in Algorithm 5.
The function setDataPacket() introduces values of a Data Packet from Application
layer. The only values are the next time data will be sent, and raw data. The function
sendInternalmsg(”AppNWKmsg”), sends a message containing a Data Packet to
the Network. The Application layer can only send messages directly to the Network
layer, who handles communication with other nodes.
4.4 Data Forwarding
After data is sensed, it must be directed to a Sink node and that is the next state
of the Cellular Automata. Some nodes are expected to have a Sink node in their
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Algorithm 4 NwkPOLAinit(AppInitMsg)
Require: cMessage AppInitMsg, value for unavailable and halfmaxlag
Ensure: Vector of neighbours n[maxneighs].
1: if msg == AppInitMsg then
2: sendAirmsg(”NWKinit”)
3: settimer(”rxon”,ansTime)
4: rx(”on”)
5: end if
6: if msg == ACK then
7: a←checkneighborhood()
8: if a 6= unavailable then
9: n[a]← msg− > senderID
10: else
11: sendAirmsg(”full”)
12: end if
13: end if
14: if msg == NWKinit then
15: a←checkneighborhood()
16: if a 6= unavailable then
17: n[a]← msg− > senderID
18: wait(rand(0,halfmaxlag))
19: sendAirmsg(”ACK”)
20: else
21: sendAirmsg(”full”)
22: end if
23: end if
24: if msg == TimerInterrupt and msg− > getname() = ”rxon” then
25: rx(”off”)
26: if findSinkinNeighbourhood() == true then
27: sinkflag ← 1
28: else
29: sinkflag ← 0
30: end if
31: return n
32: end if
neighbourhood, otherwise data could not be forwarded to Sink nodes. A node knows
if it or its immediate neighbours have access to a Sink node, because it has a vector
of Sink Flags, which contain a true or false value, when a neighbour have or does not
have access to a Sink node.
The method setNWKpacket() grabs the message received from Application layer,
which contains raw data and the next time data will be sensed; it adds that packet
to the other data needed to be sent. Such other data is the name given to the sink
node, or the name given to a neighbour that has access to a sink node, or the name
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Algorithm 5 poladSensing(Thrh, Thrl, Step)
Require: Floats Thrh, Thrl, Step ≥ 0
1: if msg == TimerInterrupt and msg− > getName() == ”sense” then
2: fetchDatatobuffer()
3: if calculateSlope() > Thrh then
4: settimer(”sense”,(msg− > time()-Step))
5: else
6: if calculateSlope() < Thrl then
7: settimer(”sense”,(msg− > time() + Step))
8: else
9: settimer(”sense”,(msg− > time())
10: end if
11: end if
12: setDataPacket()
13: sendInternalmsg(”AppNWKmsg”)
14: end if
Algorithm 6 dforwarding()
Require: cMessage AppNWKmsg, value for unavailable.
Ensure: Vector of updated neighbours n[maxneighs].
1: if msg == AppNWKmsg then
2: if sinkflag == 1 then
3: sinkx← findSinkindex()
4: setNWKpacket(sinkx)
5: else
6: sinkx← findNeighbourhasSink()
7: if sinkx 6= unavailable then
8: setNWKpacket(sinkx)
9: else
10: setNWKpacket(”promiscuous”)
11: end if
12: end if
13: end if
of a random neighbour. The next time data will be sensed is useful for the node that
receives the packet, to determine
4.5 Random Updates
Even though the POLA strategy is designed for a static scenario, there may be situ-
ations where one or several nodes may be unreachable for a long time, like the case
where a node runs out of energy, or removed for some reason.
Checking the neighbourhood for integrity every now and then, prevents messages
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from not being delivered when the next expected hop is not available. A Random
Update, is a stage of the POLA strategy that checks for changes in the neighbourhood
of a node at randomly defined intervals between minUpd to maxUpd, and updates
the neighbour list. Updating the neighbour list implicates a communication process
with the new neighbours.
If a node no longer responds with an Acknowledgement (ACK) to the Random
Update message (rU) and a new node appears, the new node takes the place of the
old node on the list.
When the list is full and all nodes respond but a new node appears, the list stays at
it is, if the new node does not have access to a sink node, or if the node being updated
has access to sink; but if the node being updated does not have access to sink, and
the new node does, a randomly chosen node is replaced by the new node. The process
is described in Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 POLArU(TimerInterrupt)
Require: cMessage TimerInterrupt, value for unavailable, minUpd, maxUpd,
halfmaxlag.
Ensure: Vector of updated neighbours n[maxneighs].
1: settimer(”rU”,rand(minUpd,maxUpd))
2: setrUmessage()
3: if msg == ACK then
4: a←checkneighborhood()
5: if a 6= unavailable OR (a == unavailable AND msg− > getSinkF lag() ==
1) then
6: if a == unavailable then
7: a← rand(0, neighsize− 1)
8: end if
9: n[a]← msg− > senderID
10: if msg == rU then
11: wait(rand(0,halfmaxlag))
12: sendAirmsg(”ACK”)
13: end if
14: else
15: sendAirmsg(”full”)
16: end if
17: end if
18: if msg == full then
19: remove(msg− > senderID)
20: end if
21: if msg == TimerInterrupt and msg− > getname() = ”rxon” then
22: rx(”off”)
23: return n
24: end if
The ACK message sent in response of a rU message, contains the same address
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sent by the rU message.
Since Random Update messages are sent at different intervals than Data messages,
every node stores the time when the next Random Update message is expected to be
received, and the time when the next Data message is expected to be received, for all
neighbours. The function setrUmessage() introduces the values needed for a Random
Update message. The value of halfmaxlag, is half the maximum value a node is
supposed to wait before closing the rx time.
4.6 Summary
In this Chapter, modelling the WSN as an asynchronous CA with irregular neighbour-
hoods gave origin to the POLA strategy, that increases the WSN’s ability to achieve
timeliness on data, and fits latencies to data features under reasonable conditions. The
strategy also reduces packet size by shrinking address space in overhead.
Reducing overhead is good for minimizing latencies and energy, but, when Static
Addressing is used, network size also shrinks. The next chapter presents a novel
strategy for Dynamic Network Addressing is presented, in which a solution for the
network size issues that Static Addressing has, is presented.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic time-based local
addressing for Robustness and
Energy Management with
Data-Centered Scheduling
Fixed addressing provides a sense of organization, but it is not always practical, be-
cause the size of the network is truncated by the size of address field. Dynamic
addressing has been successfully used in the past for networking purposes [24], and
dynamic addressing allows a more rational use of the existing network address size.
In Chapter 4, a strategy for a Wireless Sensor Network behaviour was described,
where message scheduling is handled with the change rates of data, and forwarding
was handled with the use of local information. However, a local context allows other
options to be explored, such as local network addressing. In Dynamic addresses, a local
context can be used to re-use network addresses on different locations. Following that
line of thoughts, a Dynamic Network Addressing strategy named Dynamic Time-based
Local Addressing, is introduced in this Chapter.
5.1 Description
Dynamic Time-based Local Addressing (DTLA) is a strategy for Dynamic network
addressing that works in collaboration with the POLA strategy. DTLA is inspired on
the human social phenomenon of simple transactions, such as barting. Exchanging
goods is one of the oldest social adaptations human beings developed. The exchange
of goods happened between members of a family or a clan, and between complete
strangers in fairs or any other scenario. Often, no precise information on the identity
of the parts was required, only knowledge of the goods that were traded. Today,
even on complex money-based economies, simple transactions are performed everyday
where the same principle applies: people exchange all kinds of goods (money included),
without requiring the full name of the seller or the buyer. The notion of identity can
be required when authentication and security become a part of the scenario, but for
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now they are not.
The way DTLA relates to simple transactions is explained with the following ex-
amples. An individual is selling his goods on a yard sale. The seller had some antiques
that called the attention of several people, and they went straight to get the antiques
with the money in their hands. To save time, and do the transactions with some or-
der, the seller gave aliases to the buyers depending on who came first, such as ”11:00”,
”11:02”, ”11:30”, since full names were not important when calling them, just the alias
they had on the given context.
Neighbourhoods are established in the Initialization phase (Section 4.2) and main-
tained by the Random update phase (Section rupdates) of the POLA strategy, where
address fields are exchanged by means of the NWKinit, rU and ACK messages. The
fields in those packages, and the way they are exchanged, allow the use of Dynamic
addressing, but the strategy needs to be modified slightly, for the addressing scheme
to work: each node must not only store the neighbourhood, but also the address that
identifies it with their neighbours.
In DTLA, addresses are not unique for each node at all times; addresses are times-
tamps that have a temporary and local meaning. Transactions between nodes happen
on agreed times, and nodes are identified either by the time where the next transaction
is going to happen, or by the time where a previous transaction occurred. In the yard
sale, the aliases given by the seller only had a meaning on that yard sale, and for that
man (the seller). The buyers accepted the alias for the transaction, but if the seller
found any of his buyers in another context, such aliases would then be useless, the
same way that in DTLA node ”A” has an address for one of its neighbours, that may
be different to the address the same node has for another of its neighbours. An exam-
ple of how addresses are assigned on a Random Update phase of the POLA strategy
is represented in Figure 5.1.
In the Random Update of the top in Figure 5.1, nodes in black are the neighbours
of the leftmost node (blue), and they will be called ”neighs”. The leftmost node will
be called ”updater”. Nodes in white are other nodes that are not neighbours of the
leftmost node, and their receivers are turned off for the moment. Neighs and updater
turn on their receivers on the time stipulated by updater. Updater broadcasts a rU
packet that contains the time of the next Random Update. All nodes within reach that
have their receivers turned on, and can receive the rU packet, and in this occasion
those nodes are the ”neighs” of Figure 5.1, and one of the nodes in white. Neighs
and the node in white, receive the message and answer with an ACK that in the
address field places the same address received in the rU packet. This way, the neighs
now know the next time node ”updater” is going to update his neighbourhood, and
updater stated when will his next update will be.
In the Random update of the bottom in Figure 5.1, nodes in black are the neigh-
bours of the leftmost node, and they will be called ”neighs”, and the leftmost node will
be called ”updater” again. Nodes in white are other nodes that are not neighbours
of the leftmost node, and their receivers are turned off for the moment. The node in
grey happens to be on updater’s coverage area, and is the neighbour of another node
out of the updater’s area, but for now is not a neighbour of updater. The node in grey
has its receiver turned on because it is expecting a rU message from another node. If
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Figure 5.1: DTLA Addressing in two consecutive rU stages.
the node in grey receives both rU messages, it answers to both rU with an ACK, and
is now the neighbour of two nodes that overlapped their Random Update Intervals on
that occasion, unless any of the two updater nodes send back a full packet, notifying
the grey node that he is now not in their neighbourhood. Since the next period is cho-
sen randomly from a float range of values, chances are really small for this to happen
again. The node that has a cross, is a node that did not managed to get its receiver
turned on by the time of a Random Update, and since it did not answered, it is now
not part of the ”neighs”.
5.1.1 Network sizes in POLA with Fixed Addressing vs POLA with
DTLA
POLA/Fixed Addressing can only have a network with many nodes as the addressing
field allows, which in this case is of 3 nibbles (12 bits). Maximum Network size in for
this case is given in nodes by Equation 5.1.
MAXSizefixedA = 23∗4 = 4096 (5.1)
Even with such short addressing space and using Fixed Addressing, the POLA
strategy allows a network size good enough for many applications, ranged between
small to medium-sized.
Some applications can be:
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• Building Automation and Monitoring: Considering about a hundred nodes
per floor, a building with 40 floors can perfectly be covered.
• Health: Considering 15 nodes per patient, about 270 patients can be covered.
• Precision Agriculture: Placing a node every 10 meters, a 640m by 640m
terrain can be covered.
However, on cases where bigger networks are needed, like large-scale mobile appli-
cations such as vehicular networks or rescue mini-robots and alike, Fixed addressing
might not be the best choice.
Network sizes in POLA/DTLA are only limited in the way topology must be built,
because the maximum possible number of neighbours a node can have at a given
time, is the same as the maximum network size for Fixed Addressing. However, since
neighbourhoods are defined as groups of nodes in time, every neighbourhood that
belongs to a node, can be seen as a local network, whose addresses don’t matter for
the other nodes: two nodes can have neighbours with the same names, but it does
not matter because each node sends its messages to their own neighbours without
compromising the others. Then, the total network size can grow far more larger with
DTLA than with Fixed Addressing. When designing, an important consideration is
that there will always be a Probability of Collision (explained Section 5.2), that must
be lowered when possible in DTLA.
5.2 Probability of an Address Conflict during a Random
Update Period
As the number of neighbours grows for a node, chances are that two of the neighbours
of a node attempt to communicate at the exact same time in a random update also
do. In this document, that coincidence is called an address conflict.
Those chances can be estimated by means of probabilities. The probability of
having a conflict between two neighbours of a node during the current random Update,
is given in Equation 5.2 and 5.3.
PConflict12(rU) = P (nextrUequal ∩ shareneigh) (5.2)
P (nextrUequal ∩ shareneigh) = P (nextrUequal) ∗ P (shareneigh) (5.3)
Which in words, is the probability of two independent nodes to estimate the exact
same time for the next random update (P (nextrUequal)), and that in the actual
neighbourhood, the two nodes share at least one neighbour (P (shareneigh)).
P (nextrUequal) and P (shareneigh) in Equation 5.3 are multiplied, because these
two events are independent. There is no relationship in the fact that two different
nodes have a neighbour in common, and the fact that two nodes happen to obtain
a value for the next random update, that makes them update at the same moment.
Such value does not have to be the same value, for example, node a, in time 1.2s, and
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node b, in time 1.3s, estimated that the next random update will be performed in
actualtime + C. For the two nodes to have their random update at the exact same
time, the value of C must be different on both. A collision happens when both nodes
not only share a common neighbour, but also have their next random update at the
same time.
The probability for two independent nodes to share a neighbour -which we will
call ’a’-, is in Equation 5.4. On most physical configurations, all nodes do not have
the same probability of being another node’s neighbour, because that mostly depends
on distances between nodes, and on physical obstacles that diminish communication
capabilities. Therefore, on a more realistic scenario, such probability is the product
of two probability distribution functions -P1(a) and P2(a) of Equation 5.4-, shaped by
physical conditions of each node.
P (shareneigh) = P1(a) ∗ P2(a) (5.4)
Supposing every node in the network has the same independent chance of being
another node’s neighbour, such probability acquires the form in Equation 5.5.
P (shareneigh) = [
1
Nsize − 1]
2 (5.5)
The value that any node on the network chooses as the next time for a random
update, depends on the probability distribution function used to estimate such value.
But no matter the value chosen by a node, such value is independent from the value
chosen by any other node in the network. Therefore, the probability of two nodes to
program their next random update in the same time, in Equation 5.6, is the product
of individual probabilities to have the next update in a given time.
P (nextrUequal) = P1(prevrU + C1 = t) ∗ P2(prevrU + C2 = t) (5.6)
If the probability distribution function for each node to have the next update in a
given time, is uniform, then Equation 5.6 acquires the form in Equation 5.7.
P (nextrUequal) = [
1
2addressSize
]2 (5.7)
The denominator represents the universe of time moments in which random update
times can be divided. Since the address space is of 12 bits, that means all values of
such universe must be encoded in 12 bits, which allows 212 values to choose from.
Those values must be located between minUpd and maxUpd, as stated in Subsection
4.5.
Therefore, considering uniform probability distribution functions on cases stated
previously, the probability of two nodes for having conflicts is in Equation 5.8.
PConflict12(rU) = [
1
Nsize − 1 ∗
1
2addressSize
]2 = [
1
(Nsize − 1) ∗ 2addressSize ]
2 (5.8)
As it can be seen, in this case chances decrease at a square rate as the network size
increases. For example, on a network as small as five nodes, the probability of a 2-node
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conflict is of 0.000000002. That means that a 2 node conflict in a five node network
may happen every 500 million random updates, and that is a really bad scenario; there
are cases where two or more nodes can not conflict (or have an even lower probability
of conflicting), because they can not physically reach each other’s range, therefore they
can never be neighbours, and that is why a better estimate can be obtained considering
more realistic probability distribution functions.
If uniform probability is not considered, the probability of two nodes for having
conflicts is in Equation 5.9.
PConflict12(rU) = P1(a) ∗ P2(a) ∗ P1(prevrU + C1 = t) ∗ P2(prevrU + C2 = t) (5.9)
This probabilities can be generalized to the case of n-node conflicts, in Equation
5.10 for uniform probabilities, and in Equation 5.11.
PConflictn(rU) = [
1
(Nsize − 1) ∗ 2addressSize ]
n (5.10)
PConflictn(rU) =
n∏
0
Pk(a) ∗ Pk(prevrU + Ck = t) (5.11)
In Equation 5.11, 0 and n iterate between a list of nodes in which a probability of
having a conflict is going to be evaluated.
Conditional Probability of an Address Conflict given a neighbour is shared
Conditional Probabilities of a node to activate at the same rU time than another node,
given the fact that they are neighbours, are calculated in the following Equations.
P (AsametimeB|BShareNeighA) = P (AsametimeB ∩BShareNeighA)
P (BShareNeighA)
(5.12)
Since the causes of two nodes activating in the exact same time, have nothing
to do with the causes of two nodes sharing a neighbour, then AsametimeB and
BShareNeighA, are independent, and P (AsametimeB|BShareNeighA) is at least:
P (AsametimeB|BShareNeighA) = P (AsametimeB) (5.13)
Such probability depends mostly on the kind of random number generator used
to select the time on the address space. On the most simple case, which are uniform
probabilities, the equation is:
P (AsametimeB|BShareNeighA) = 1
2addressSize
(5.14)
From the previous equation, the probability of a node ”C” to have conflicting
neighbours can be estimated as:
P (AsametimeN1 ∪AsametimeN2 ∪ ...AsametimeNn) = (5.15)
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k∑
0
P (Asametimek)−
k−1∑
0
P (Asametimek ∩Asametimek + 1) (5.16)
In this equation, k goes until the size of the neighbourhood of node ”C”, minus one.
Node ”A” represents a neighbour of ”C”, and is used as a reference. Nodes N1 until
Nn, represent the other nodes of ”C”, which not necessarily are neighbours with node
A. The activation at the same time of two nodes, does not exclude the simultaneous
activation of other nodes, therefore are not mutually exclusive events.
Now, to estimate the probability of having an address conflict in any place of
the network, given the actual neighbours each node has, the previous equations are
summarized in:
P (ConflictAnywhere) = P (Xconf ∪ Y conf... ∪Nconf) (5.17)
Where Xconf, Yconf and Nconf, are any conflicts happening in any nodes in the
network. This means that the probability of having a conflict anywhere on the network,
is the union of the probability space of every node in the network, for having a conflict
in their neighbourhood. Then, such expression can be rewritten as:
P (ConflictAnywhere) = (5.18)
i∑
0
(
k∑
0
P (Asametimek)−
k−1∑
0
P (Asametimek ∩Asametimek + 1)) (5.19)
−
i−1∑
0
P (iconf ∪ i+ 1conf) (5.20)
Here, ”i” is the total network size minus one. Therefore, the probability of having
a conflict anywhere in the network, is the sum of every node’s individual probabilities
of having any conflicts in their neighbourhood.
5.3 Summary
In this Chapter, a new strategy for Dynamic network addressing, specifically designed
for WSN, named DTLA (Dynamic Time-based Local Addressing), was presented. The
DTLA strategy is inspired on the human social phenomenon of simple transactions
and is meant to work in collaboration with the POLA strategy.
The purpose of DTLA, is to allow network sizes to grow bigger, without overloading
the address field, by assuming all nodes in the network are not directly reachable by
a node, giving addresses a local context, and assigning time values to them. This
condenses synchronization and addressing in the same field.
Two or more nodes in the network can have the same local address to communicate
with a neighbour, as long as they do not share a common neighbour. If two or more
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nodes that share a common neighbour, have the same local address, a conflict happens;
but the probabilities for such an event are low, as discussed in Section 5.2.
In the next chapter, experiments are conducted to evaluate the strategies proposed,
using the Performance Metrics proposed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 6
Experiments and Results
This Chapter is intended to establish how well the strategies presented in this docu-
ment, satisfy performance features according to the performance metrics presented in
Chapter 3. Since input parameters are required, behaviours are analysed considering
a parameter space introduced on each test scenario. In the parameter space, there are
values in which the strategy is expected to work better than with other values.
6.1 Test Settings
In all tests, the best, average and worst cases of POLA/DTLA are compared with
those of a Simplified Forwarding (SF) Network layer with Periodic Sensing Schedul-
ing. Periodic Sensing Scheduling is the most common sensing approach followed by
most protocols on the literature reviewed in Chapters 1 and 2, and that is the reason
why it was chosen for comparison with the strategies proposed in this Document. In
Simplified Forwarding, data is sent to the neighbour that first acknowledges a ping in
order to forward it to a Sink node.
Three datasets are used for testing; two of them are physical measurements, and
one of them is artificially generated using a Matlab Script. The first two datasets, are
real measurements of Temperature in Celsius degrees (see Figure 6.1) and Wind speed
in Km/h (see Figure 6.2), both of them described in [43]. Data was gathered in the
Montesinho natural park in Portugal, between January 2000 to December 2003 by the
Braganca Polytechnic Institute, every 30 minutes, using a meteorological station in
the park. These two datasets are freely available for research along with similar others
in: http://www.dsi.uminho.pt/pcortez/forestfires/.
The Wind speed dataset has the faster variations of all, followed by the Tempera-
ture dataset, and the artificially generated dataset. The artificially generated dataset
is a combination of growing data with different change rates, an inflection point, and
then decreasing data with different slopes, another inflection point, and another period
of data is repeated one more time, as seen in Figure 6.3.
Features of the Datasets are in Table 6.1. In Table 6.1, the feature Max Slope is
the highest immediate change rate in the dataset, and is an absolute value, meaning
it can be a positive or negative slope.
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Figure 6.1: Temperature Measurements.
Figure 6.2: Wind Speed Measurements.
For each dataset, three scenarios are used to test the POLA/DTLA strategy. All
tests are conducted in a Linux (Ubuntu) PC with an AMD AthlonX2 64, @2.2Mhz,
with 3 Gb RAM.
The first scenario, is meant to evaluate Precision Metrics. All three datasets are
evaluated with the same parameter space. The parameter space is build in such way,
through the whole spectrum, there are ranges that are suitable for a certain dataset,
and ranges that are not expected to be as suitable.
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Figure 6.3: Artificially Generated dataset.
Table 6.1: Features of the three Datasets used: Number of samples, Range of Data,
Mean and Standard Deviation, Max and Average Slope. Minimum slopes are zero at
all cases.
Dataset Samples Range Mean StDev MxSlope AvgSlope
Temperature 517 2.2-33.3 18.9 5.81 20.9 4.66
Wind Speeds 517 0.4-9.4 4.02 1.79 8.1 1.76
Artificial 304 0.1-106.8 35.2 31.05 3.2 1.40
The Second Scenario, involves a static network of 20 nodes, and is used to evaluate
Performance Metrics for Latencies and Energy Management. Such network size is
chosen, because the local-based interactions in addressing and forwarding, guarantee
that is big enough to evaluate performance metrics of the POLA strategy under a
static scenario, without overloading simulations.
In the Third Scenario, the network loses one node on equally spaced time intervals,
and robustness is evaluated.
6.2 First Test Scenario: Precision Metrics
The first test evaluates Precision metrics on individual nodes, more specifically, in a
node that sends data to an ideal receiver, scheduling sensing and sending intervals by
using the POLA/DTLA strategy, and for comparison, Periodic Scheduling.
All three datasets are evaluated with the same parameter space. Some values of
the parameter space, are expected to work well and some are not, because each dataset
has different change rates and distributions of values, as it can be noticed in Table 6.1.
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The values used for each parameter of POLA in this test, are in Table 6.2.
To select ranges for Threshold values, the behaviour of the POLA strategy is
considered. The POLA strategy, calculates absolute values of change rates in the
data, by loading sensed data into a Buffer, and estimating a slope between the biggest
and the smallest number in the buffer, as described in Section poladSensing, using
Equation 4.3. According to that equation, max slopes values in Table 6.1, and data
Buffer Sizes in Table 6.2, the smallest possible value of a slope calculated by the
POLA strategy is zero, and the biggest possible value, is given in Equation 6.2. Then,
Threshold values in Table 6.2 are chosen by considering the smallest and the biggest
possible values, and that data must be allowed to trigger changes in sensing frequencies
to properly evaluate POLA behaviour.
Slope2 = [
20.9
3
]2 = 6.972 (6.1)
To select a range Data Buffer Sizes (Buffsize), some features must be considered.
The bigger the buffer is, more history it keeps from a time window. Big buffer sizes
are very useful for curves with in-between smaller valleys, for example, a high positive
slope is immediately followed by a small negative slope or a plateau, and then by
another high slope (positive or negative); If the period is smaller than the buffer, it
allows the strategy to follow those slopes with not much hardship. This last case is
frequent in the Wind Speeds and the Temperature dataset.
Big buffer sizes, in the other hand, can increase the risk of having Sampling Time
Shifting (see Subsection 3.1.2). Smaller buffers allow a closer and faster following of lo-
cal trends, but is highly sensitive to time Shiftings. The most rapidly changing dataset
is the Temperature dataset, not only because it has the biggest Maximum slope, but
also because it has the biggest Average slope. In such case, a buffer big enough to
hold local maximum for a while could be useful, however such buffer always has a risk
of oversampling, which is good for precision, but not as good for other metrics. On
datasets where changes occur in a more smooth fashion, like the Artificially Gener-
ated dataset, a small buffer can be good enough to closely follow data without risking
oversampling. To cover the spectrum of buffer sizes suitable for the three datasets,
both smaller and bigger buffers are included in the parameter space.
Another parameter that influences speeds, is the Step Size (Step). When the slope
of data in a given period, surpasses the Higher Threshold, POLA schedules a faster
sensing period, therefore it must substract time units from the actual sensing period,
and the opposite happens when the slope in a given period goes below the Lower
Threshold. The number of time units that are substracted or added, is a Step. The
Step Size, defines the size of each change in sensing periods. The range chosen is from
half the value of the Lower Threshold, to half the value of the Higher Threshold.
Different Data Generator Periods are selected to test all parameters discussed
previously in different sensing rates. The range for the Data Generator Period is
[0.1− 1.1], with steps of 0.2.
In this parameter space, half of the values are suitable individually for every
dataset; suitability is not mutually exclusive, so suitable ranges for two datasets are
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Table 6.2: Parameter Values for the POLA strategy, used for all datasets in Test 1.
Parameter Value Step
Data Buffer Size 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 -
Step Size 0.1..0.5 0.1
Higher Threshold 1..4 1
Lower Threshold 0.2..1 0.2
Initial Sensing Rate 0.1..1.1 0.2
allowed to overlap. The total number of runs for this test, is calculated in Equations
6.2 to 6.3. In Equation 6.2, POLAPars refers to the parameters that the POLA strat-
egy requires, and DataPars refers to Data Related Parameters, which are the Period of
the Data generator, and the Initial Sensing Rate. The Period of the Data Generator,
is the time between the release of each sample of the dataset, and then the sample
may or may not be sensed by a node.
Runspars = (Bufsizes ∗ Step ∗ Thrh ∗ Thrl)(GenPer ∗ InitSenRate) (6.2)
In Equation 6.3, parameters are given values. Each term refers to the number of
values in each parameter range, and now it states that at least 18000 runs are required
for each dataset, in order to test the POLA strategy, using this parameter space.
Runsvalues = (5 ∗ 5 ∗ 4 ∗ 5) ∗ (6 ∗ 6) = 18000 (6.3)
In this test, the data sensed by the node, and the original data (which the node is
supposed to sense in the most accurate way), is recorded. Then, Precision Metrics are
applied, in order to estimate how precise were data measurements of the node. Each
run of the test, is performed in 48 simulated time units, which will can be treated
as seconds, minutes, hours, or any time unit.
6.2.1 Simulation Results
The POLA strategy was applied to the three datasets, using the parameters previously
presented in Table 6.2, and the configuration described in the introduction of this
Section.
After applying the Hamming Distance performance metric to all three datasets, the
distribution of Hamming distances through the Parameter Space, is shown in Figure
6.4.
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(a) WindSpeeds (b) Temperature (c) Artificial
Figure 6.4: Box and Whisker, Hamming Distances, all Datasets (POLA strategy)
As said in Chapter 3, Hamming distances between the expected number of samples
and the samples actually retrieved, measures how much oversampling or undersampling
occurred, in terms of number of samples. The best case is that of the Temperature
dataset, were the median of the Hamming Distance is smaller than 30 samples; since
the dataset has 517 samples, this means that the average Hamming distance, is smaller
than 6 percent of all samples. In the Wind Speeds dataset, the one with the highest
maximum and average slopes, this value barely got to 10 percent of the samples. In
the Artificially Generated dataset, the median of the Hamming distance was of about
45 samples; this dataset is the smallest, with 304 samples, meaning the median of the
Hamming distances reached a value slightly smaller than 15 percent of all samples.
Given the fact that a wide parameter space was chosen, and that about half of the
range in the parameter space was not intended to be suitable for the datasets, such
values of Hamming distances are better than expected.
From applying the Normalized Difference Between Trapezoidal Regions metric, to
all three datasets, the distribution of the metric’s values through the Parameter Space,
is shown in Figure 6.5.
(a) WindSpeeds (b) Temperature (c) Artificial
Figure 6.5: Box and Whisker, Differences Between Trapezoidal Regions of Generated
and Sense Data, all Datasets (POLA strategy)
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The Normalized Difference Between Trapezoidal Regions (NTrap) described in
Chapter 3, measures the difference between the area below the envelope of original
samples, and the area below the envelope of sensed samples, and normalizes that dif-
ference to the value of the original samples. The metric is a percentage of how much of
the original samples, this difference represents. The best case here, is the Artificially
Generated Dataset, were the median value of the NTrap was smaller than 0.02 percent,
followed by the Temperature Dataset, with a similar value. The Wind Speeds dataset
also had a small median value, of 0.05 percent, however the range of the quartiles
spread until 0.12 percent.
In Chapter 3, it was said that even when hamming distances are low, samples might
be taken at intervals that induce to information losses. To put this in perspective,
Figure 6.6 provides a scatterplot of how Hamming Distances and Difference between
regions relate.
(a) WindSpeeds (b) Temperature (c) Artificial
Figure 6.6: Scatter plot: Difference between trapezoidal Regions of Generated data
and Sensed data, and Hamming Distance between samples of sensed and generated
data (in samples) Outliers Removed, all datasets (POLA Strategy).
In the Scatterplots of Figure 6.6, the closer a sample is to the zero of both axes, the
better it fits both Hamming distance and Differences between Trapezoidal Regions.
When a value in the horizontal axis is negative, oversampling occurred according to
the Hamming distance metric; when a value in such axis is positive, undersampling
occurred. As for the vertical axis, all normalized differences are positive values be-
tween zero and one. After identifying the best runs on each dataset according to this
scatterplot, In Figure 6.8, stem plots of the best runs are shown.
In the Stem plots of Figures 6.7 and 6.8, it can be noticed that on both median
runs and best runs of the POLA strategy, data was followed closely without abusing
of oversampling, or having major information losses.
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(a) WindSpeeds (b) Temperature
(c) Artificial
Figure 6.7: Stem plots: Near-Median runs that suited both Difference between regions
and Hamming distance, all Datasets. In Magenta: Generated Data. In Black: Sensed
Data (POLA).
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(a) WindSpeeds (b) Temperature
(c) Artificial
Figure 6.8: Stem plots: runs that best suited both Difference between regions and
Hamming distance, all Datasets. In Magenta: Generated Data. In Black: Sensed
Data (POLA).
Even if a run has a good number of samples and a small difference between trape-
zoid areas, those metrics can not provide information on how much shifting occurred
on sampling times. To examine the distribution of sample time shifting, among all the
runs given in the parameter space, a Histogram of the Average Sample Time Shifting
performance Metric, for all datasets, is shown in Figure 6.16. The sum of all the bins
in the Histogram corresponds to the number of runs given in each dataset.
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(a) WindSpeeds (b) Temperature (c) Artificial
Figure 6.9: Histogram: Average Sample Time Shifting, all datasets (POLA).
In the Histogram of the Average Sample Time Shifting metric (ASTshifting), values
are better when they are closer to the zero of the horizontal axis, and distributions are
better if they are not scattered, and have bigger frequency values located to the left.
The best case for this metric, was in the Wind Speeds Dataset. The highest value was
the second closest to zero. Moreover, around half of the Average Sample Time Shifting
values, were smaller than a tenth of simulation time. As for the Histogram for the
Temperature Dataset, most of the values were concentrated between a 10 percent and
30 percent of simulation time. The Artificially Generated Dataset has a more scattered
distribution of values, with a peak in the 15 percent of simulation time. Results on
ASTshifting, show that Sample Time Shifting for the POLA strategy was remarkably
low on the Wind Speeds dataset, which is the one with the highest maximum and
average change rates of data, and also low on the other datasets.
The results reviewed in this subsection, show that the POLA strategy can adapt
sensing times to the data, and perform reasonably well in Precision Metrics without
abusing of oversampling, even when Parameter Settings are not suited in the best
possible values.
6.2.2 POLA vs Periodic Scheduling (Application Layers)
In order to compare the POLA strategy application layer with that of Periodic Schedul-
ing, using Precision metrics, applicable parameters from Table 6.2 were used, which
are Initial Sensing Rate (that becomes the only sensing rate in Periodic Scheduling),
and Data Generator Period (needed by the Data generator to generate data). The
same parameter range was used. Therefore, the number of runs is 36 runs, since each
of those parameters has six values.
After applying Hamming Distance and Average Sample Time Shifting performance
metrics, the runs near the median and best runs on each dataset, for the POLA strategy
and Periodic Scheduling, are shown in Figures 6.10 to 6.12 and in Figures 6.13 to 6.15.
It can be seen in Figures 6.10 to 6.12 that near-median behaviours in POLA did
not abused of oversampling, like near-median behaviours of Periodic Scheduling did.
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(a) Temperature, POLA
(b) Temperature, Periodic Scheduling
Figure 6.10: Stem plots: Near-Median run that suited both Difference between re-
gions and Hamming distance. In Magenta: Generated Data. In Black: Sensed Data,
Temperature Dataset (POLA and Periodic Scheduling).
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(a) Wind Speeds, POLA
(b) Wind Speeds, Periodic Scheduling
Figure 6.11: Stem plots: Near-Median run that suited both Difference between regions
and Hamming distance. In Magenta: Generated Data. In Black: Sensed Data, Wind
Speeds Dataset (POLA and Periodic Scheduling).
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(a) Artificial, POLA
(b) Artificial, Periodic Scheduling
Figure 6.12: Stem plots: Near Median run that suited both Difference between re-
gions and Hamming distance. In Magenta: Generated Data. In Black: Sensed Data,
Artificially Generated Dataset (POLA and Periodic Scheduling).
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(a) Temperature, POLA
(b) Temperature, Periodic Scheduling
Figure 6.13: Stem plots: run that best suited both Difference between regions and
Hamming distance. In Magenta: Generated Data. In Black: Sensed Data, Tempera-
ture Dataset (POLA and Periodic Scheduling).
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(a) Wind Speeds, POLA
(b) Wind Speeds, Periodic Scheduling
Figure 6.14: Stem plots: run that best suited both Difference between regions and
Hamming distance. In Magenta: Generated Data. In Black: Sensed Data, Wind
Speeds Dataset (POLA and Periodic Scheduling).
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(a) Artificial, POLA
(b) Artificial, Periodic Scheduling
Figure 6.15: Stem plots: run that best suited both Difference between regions and
Hamming distance. In Magenta: Generated Data. In Black: Sensed Data, Artificially
Generated Dataset (POLA and Periodic Scheduling).
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In Figures 6.13 to 6.15, Periodic Scheduling commits serious oversampling, while
POLA adapts sensing intervals to the slopes of the dataset. Moreover, POLA per-
formed appropriately under Hamming Distance and Normalized Absolute Difference
between Trapezoidal Regions, without abusing of oversampling.
When oversampling occurs on sensing, a bigger volume of information should be
handled by the WSN. WSN are resource-constrained systems -especially on energy
resources-, and communication is usually the most energy-expensive activity in a WSN
node; therefore, oversampling wastes not only computing resources, but also commu-
nication energy. The main goal of the POLA strategy is to address not only precision,
latencies and robustness, but also energy management, and the way data is sensed,
has an influence on precision and energy management.
In Figure 6.16, ASTShifting between POLA and Periodic Scheduling are compared.
Here, the histograms are normalized, because the size of the parameter space for POLA
generated a bigger number of runs than in Periodic Scheduling. From comparing
ASTShifting values on all three datasets, it can be seen that the POLA tends to
distribute most of the ASTShifting values of its runs, in better positions than Periodic
Scheduling, except for the Artificially Generated Dataset, in which the histogram for
Periodic Scheduling is less scattered.
It is normal, even in different datasets, for the graphics of Periodic Scheduling, to
have the same Average Sample Time Shifting, because this metric is calculated based
on the number of samples from Generated Data, and the number of sensed samples.
Since all Periodic Scheduling tests, shared the same (fixed) ranges of Data Generation
periods and sensing periods, and the last ones did not adapted to data behaviour (just
as the POLA strategy did), the Histograms of Periodic Scheduling in Figure 6.16, are
expected to be the same.
On datasets with few inflection points, such as the Artificially Generated Dataset,
the POLA strategy was not expected to present significant advantages in Precision
metrics when compared to periodic scheduling, because data with a monotone be-
haviour can be easily followed with periodic sensing intervals, and increased oversam-
pling is less likely to occur, unless the period used is too small when compared to the
data generator period.
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(a) Temperature POLA (b) Temperature Periodic Scheduling
(c) WindSpeeds POLA (d) WindSpeeds Periodic Scheduling
(e) Artificial POLA (f) Artificial Periodic Scheduling
Figure 6.16: Histograms, normalized: Average Sample Time Shifting, all Datasets.
(POLA and Periodic Scheduling).
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6.3 Second Test Scenario: Latencies and Energy Man-
agement
In the previous Section, Metrics for precision were evaluated in the Application Layer
of the POLA strategy, and compared with those of a Periodic Scheduling-based Appli-
cation Layer. Since the POLA strategy for network layer is non-deterministic, and the
parameter space from the previous section implies an enormous number of runs, many
of which are non representative for the strategy, the need for rebuilding the parameter
space into a more representative one, had risen for the tests in this Section. For this,
a subset from the parameter space of the previous section was selected.
From the information about Near-Median values obtained in Figures 6.4, 6.5 and
6.16, ranges of performance metrics in Table 6.3, were obtained. A set of runs that
satisfied all Precision Metrics, was selected for each dataset.
Table 6.3: Near-Median metric values, all datasets, POLA strategy.
Dataset Hamming NTrap ASTshifting
Wind Speeds [25-120] [0.02-0.11] [0-9]
Temperature [-15-105] [0.01-0.037] [0-15]
Artificial [20-70] [0-0.035] [3-26]
From that set of runs, a Parameter Space was selected in such way, that all values
generated runs within the near-median range. That Parameter Space, in Table 6.5, is
used in this Section for testing Energy Management and Latency metrics of the POLA
strategy. For each parameter set, there will be 10 runs, because the Network Layer of
POLA is non-deterministic, and different random scenarios need to be evaluated. The
strategy is tested in a static network of 20 nodes. The same treatment was applied to
Periodic Scheduling, in Table 6.4, to obtain the parameter space of their Near-Median
Values in Table 6.6.
Table 6.4: Near-Median metric values, all datasets, Periodic Scheduling with Simplified
Forwarding.
Dataset Hamming NTrap ASTshifting
Wind Speeds [4-125] [0.01-0.05] [3-23]
Temperature [2-140] [0.007-0.035] [3-23]
Artificial [5-105] [0.001-0.024] [3-23]
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Table 6.5: Parameter Values for the POLA strategy, used in Test 2.
Dataset DataBuffSize StpSize Thrh ThrL InitSensRate
Wind Speeds 20 0.5-0.9 stp 0.2 1-4 stp 1 0.2-1 stp 0.2 0.5
Temperature 15,20 0.5 1-4 stp 1 0.2-1 stp 0.2 0.7
Artificial 3,15 0.1-0.5 stp 0.2 1-4 stp 1 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 0.3-1.1 stp 0.4
Table 6.6: Parameter Values for Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding, used
in Test 2.
Dataset InitSensRate
Wind Speeds 0.3,0.5,0.7
Temperature 0.9,1.1
Artificial 0.5,0.9
Parameter values for Generator Rates on each Dataset and Strategy, are in Table
6.7.
Table 6.7: Parameter Values for Generator Rates, used for all datasets in Test 2.
Dataset Generator rate (POLA) Generator rate (PerSch)
Wind Speeds 0.5,0.9 0.3
Temperature 0.5,0.7 0.3,0.5
Artificial 0.3,0.5 0.7
6.3.1 Simulation Results: POLA vs Periodic Scheduling with Sim-
plified Forwarding
Metrics for Latencies and Energy Management, described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, were
applied for the POLA strategy and Periodic Scheduling, on all three datasets.
In Latency metrics, the Median was chosen to represent the Hop Count Mode, and
the Mode was chosen to represent the Maximum Hop Count, of all the runs in this
Test. A Hop in the context of this work is defined in Section 3.2. Results for Latency
Metrics are summarized in Table 6.8.
Table 6.8: Median of the Hop Count Mode, and Mode of the Maximum Hop Count,
All Datasets, POLA and Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding -in Hops-.
Test 2.
Dataset HCMode (POLA) HCMode MxHC MxHC (PSch)
Wind Speeds 1 2 4 > 40
Temperature 1 2 4 17
Artificial 1 2 4 > 40
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For results in Table 6.8, the networks in which the protocols were tested, had
different connectivity characteristics. On well connected networks, the Median of the
Hop Count Modes was mostly of 1 Hop in the case of the POLA strategy, and of
2 Hops in the case of Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding. But when
weakly connected networks accured, Maximum Hop Counts of Periodic Scheduling
with Simplified Forwarding went from 17 to more than 40 Hops, while Maximum Hop
Counts of the POLA strategy went to up to 4 Hops.
Since the Energy Management Metrics described in Section 3.3 require Physical
parameters (such as bit rates and instantaneous power consumptions), and packet sizes
per message are required too. There are different packet sizes in the POLA strategy:
Data Packet uses 6 8-bit fields, Acknowledgements and Random Update packets use
4, and the Network Initialization packet uses 2. Network Initialization packets occur
only once in a node’s lifetime, Acknowledgement and Random Update packets occur
about 5 percent of the time (sending them depends on the frequency of the Random
Updates, and receiving them also depends on the number of neighbours a node has),
and the rest of the time, are Data Packets are sent and received. For simplicity, bit
rates and instantaneous power consumption are set to 1, clock delays to 0, and a packet
size of 1 is used.
For Energy Management Metrics, the vector of Individual Communication Energy
Expenditure (which groups the sum of sent and received messages by each node, named
ICEe) is used to calculate the metrics (Overall Communication Energy Expenditure
-OCEe- and the Means and Variances of the Vector). Results of the OCEe for the
POLA strategy and Periodic Scheduling, on all three datasets, are shown in Table 6.9,
and a Histogram of means and variances, of the ICEe Vector, are shown in Figures
6.17 and 6.18).
Table 6.9: Median Overall Communication Energy Expenditure (OCEe), All Datasets,
POLA and Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding, Test 2.
Dataset MedianOCEe(POLA) MedianOCEe (PerSch with Simplif FW)
Wind Speeds 2635 5050
Temperature 1790 2450
Artificial 3450 3200
The Median of the Overall Communication Energy Expenditure, holds informa-
tion on the most expectable case of Overall Communication Energy Expenditures. In
the case of Table OCEe, the POLA strategy reached smaller consumptions than Peri-
odic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding. In the case of the Wind Speeds dataset,
such consumptions in POLA were near half the consumptions of the other strategy.
Conversely, in the Artificially Generated dataset, Periodic Scheduling with Simplified
Forwarding achieved slightly smaller consumptions than the POLA strategy.
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(a) WindSpeeds POLA (b) WindSpeeds Periodic Scheduling
(c) Temperature POLA (d) Temperature Periodic Scheduling
(e) Artificial POLA (f) Artificial Periodic Scheduling
Figure 6.17: Histograms: Mean of the Vector of Individual Communication Energy
Expenditure, all Datasets (POLA and Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forward-
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(a) WindSpeeds POLA (b) Temperature POLA (c) Artificial POLA
(d) WindSpeeds Periodic Schedul-
ing
(e) Temperature Periodic Schedul-
ing
(f) Artificial POLA
Figure 6.18: Histograms: Variance of the Vector of Individual Communication Energy
Expenditure, all Datasets (POLA and Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding)
When observing the Histograms of the Means of the ICEe Vector in Figure 6.18,
for the Windspeeds Dataset, even the highest mean values for Individual Communica-
tion Energy Expenditure, are below the values of Periodic Scheduling with Simplified
Forwarding, and ranges do not overlap at all. This phenomena is repeated for the Tem-
perature Dataset, except for the small mean value at 340 of the POLA Histogram of
this dataset, however, the most significant value of the Histogram is located below the
range of Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding. In the Artificially Generated
dataset, just as many other tests, Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding per-
formed slightly better, in this occasion because the Histogram for the POLA strategy
is more scattered than the Histogram for Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forward-
ing, and also the most frequent value for the POLA strategy is slightly bigger than
the most frequent value for Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding.
When observing the Histograms of the Variances of the ICEe, the Dataset with
the most evenly distributed consumption values in the network, is the Temperature
dataset under the POLA strategy, followed by the Wind Speeds Dataset, in POLA,
again. It can be noticed that on all cases, the POLA strategy achieved a more even
distribution of energy consumption in the network, even on the Artificially Generated
dataset. This is good, because such feature allows the network to keep a steady number
of nodes for longer times (or at least, allows the network to stop losing nodes because
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of Energy failures).
6.4 Third Test Scenario: Robustness
In this test, a network where node count starts to decay, is used to determine fluctu-
ations in Hop Count Mode, by following the Metric described in 3.4. The metric for
robustness is intended to evaluate the capacity a strategy has, to keep communication
happening on acceptable rates, when the network loses a percentage of nodes. In these
tests, the network loses a node every 5.12 seconds, which means that by the time that
total simulation time has been reached, the network should have lost about 45 percent
of its nodes.
Then, the Robustness Performance Metric is applied considering the Hop Count
Mode of the previous tests, and the Hop Count mode for that same run, on a decaying
scenario. Then, the median of all runs is presented as the result.
The same parameter space from the Second Test Scenario is used.
6.4.1 Simulation Results: POLA vs Periodic Scheduling with Sim-
plified Forwarding
After applying the Robustness Performance Metric on all runs and all datasets, for the
POLA strategy and Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding, the mean of all
runs, holds information about the expected resilience of a strategy when losing near
half the network size. Results can be seen in Table 6.10.
Table 6.10: Mean of the Normalized Difference in Hop Count Mode, All Datasets,
POLA and Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding, Test 3.
Dataset Mean HCMdifN (POLA) Mean HCMdifN (PerSch w Simplif FW)
Wind Speeds -0.065 0.049
Temperature -0.113 0.008
Artificial -0.093 0.303
According to the Robustness Metric, the POLA strategy is most likely to increase
its Hop Count Mode between 6.5 to 11.3 percent, when losing 45 percent of the net-
work, which is a small price to pay, given the major network loss.
As for Periodic Scheduling with Simplified Forwarding, it makes sense that it di-
minishes its Hop Count between 0.8 to 30.3 percent when losing 45 percent of the
network, because when the network diminishes size, there are less nodes to go to, and
therefore a smaller space to chose a Hop from, and that tends to lead to less Hop
Counts. In the case of the POLA strategy, messages are directed to nodes that have
access to sink, or that have neighbour with access to sink; if nodes are removed and
belong to any of these categories, then the node is forced to send data to any other
neighbour, and there is where the Network Layer of the POLA strategy starts behav-
ing in a similar fashion than Simplified Forwarding, and starts increasing Hop Count
Mode.
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6.5 Summary
In this section, the POLA strategy proved useful to:
• Sense data accurately on the mean cases, without abusing of oversampling.
• Achieve smaller Median Hop Count Modes, and significantly smaller Maximum
Hop Counts.
• Achieve smaller Mean Individual Communication Energy Expenditures on non-
monotonous Datasets.
• Distribute energy consumptions on the network in a more even way.
• Maintain a small Normalized Difference in Hop Count Mode, when losing up to
45 percent of the network.
The POLA strategy uses local information to forward packets, according to the
Cellular Automata Model explained in Section 4. This has an important advantage for
saving Energy, because it gives the physical layer an opportunity to spend less power
on communication, since only local nodes are needed to perform communication tasks,
and infrastructure traffic is limited to local random updates and a local initialization
stage. The drawback on this forwarding strategy, is that latencies and OCEe may
increase as the hop count does, because nodes are blinded to up to two hops. Also,
when good local individuals are lost (neighbours with direct or indirect access to Sink),
like the decaying scenario in Section 6.4, Hop Counts in POLA tend to increase.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this document, two novel strategies for satisfying performance metrics on demand
in WSN, were presented, as well as a set of new cross-layer Performance Metrics.
The strategies are the POLA strategy, and the DTLA strategy. In the POLA strat-
egy, the network is modelled as an Asynchronous CA with an irregular neighbourhood;
the nodes of the network are the cells of the grid in the CA, and it has four states that
change depending on internal circumstances from each node, and its neighbourhood.
The POLA strategy is the combination of an Application Layer protocol for sensing
and scheduling according to sensed data, and a Network Layer protocol for keeping
track of the neighbours of a node, and their access to Sink, that uses such information
to forward packets to the Sink node. The DTLA strategy is a complement for the
POLA strategy. DTLA is a protocol for network addressing that exploits the local
context of the Network layer in the POLA strategy, in order to provide a better use
of the Addressing field.
The features for the Performance Metrics are: Precision, Latencies, Energy Man-
agement and Robustness. The Performance metrics presented in this document, are
independent on how any protocol performs its work, and can be used by any WSN
designer to evaluate his strategy.
The strategies proposed in this document were evaluated using the new perfor-
mance metrics, on three datasets, and compared with approaches common on many
lightweight WSN protocols in literature: Periodic Scheduling of Measurements in Ap-
plication Layer, and Simplified Forwarding in the network layer. The parameter space
for such evaluation included both values where good outcomes were expected, and
values where good outcomes could not be guaranteed.
Results from Section 6.2, show that the POLA strategy performs well in Precision
Metrics, even when Parameter Settings are not suited in the best possible values
(around half of the values of the parameter space were not suitable individually for
the datasets). Moreover, when compared with Periodic Scheduling, under the same
conditions and applicable parameters, Periodic Scheduling abuses of oversampling to
satisfy performance metrics, while the POLA strategy adapts to the change rates of
data, and that way it prevents oversampling from happening, while satisfying Precision
metrics.
Results from Section 6.3 show that the POLA strategy maintained not only a lower
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Maximum Hop Count, but also a lower Overall Communication Energy Expenditure
on most datasets, and at all cases, a more evenly distributed energy consumptions
on the nodes of the network, leading to more stable unsupervised systems. As for
Latencies, by all metrics, the POLA strategy outperformed Periodic Scheduling with
Simplified Forwarding, especially on the Maximum Hop Count, where the difference
got to be of more than ten times the value, in the Wind Speeds and the Artificially
Generated Dataset.
Results from Section 6.4 show that when the network starts decaying, and nodes
with direct and indirect access to Sink are lost, then the Network Layer of the POLA
strategy, starts behaving in a similar fashion than Simplified Forwarding.
Finally, the POLA strategy proved to work better than Periodic Scheduling with
Simplified Forwarding, on Datasets with non-monotonous behaviours, such as the
Wind Speeds and Temperature datasets, but on Datasets with quasi-monotonous be-
haviours, such as the Artificially Generated Dataset, Periodic Scheduling with Sim-
plified Forwarding proved slightly better on OCEe, means of the ICEe vector, and
Robustness.
7.1 Future Work
The strategies presented in this document, can be considered as an initial approach
to exploring communication under constrained environments in multi-agent systems,
in order to build better unsupervised systems. The next step in the near future, is
to study the aspects and improvements described in Subsections 7.1.1 to 7.1.5. The
application focus of future work is going to be on rescue applications.
7.1.1 Incorporation of Mobility into the Strategies
In this work, mobility issues where note meant to be considered, however implications
in robustness related to energy and latencies were treated, but not in sensing accuracy
(timeliness and space precision), and scalability was not considered in a mobile, dy-
namic scenario. As an initial approach, static conditions where the first ones studied,
but mobility is quite important because many applications that have a direct impact
on saving lives.
7.1.2 Improvements with Evolutionary Techniques
Even if a suitable solution for addressing robustness, energy consumption, timeliness of
data and latency minimization on-demand was designed and its performance evaluated
(considering proposed performance metrics), it was only one of the possible solutions
available and at this point of the work, there is no formal proof that it is the best
possible solution. In order to improve the solution, or to find a better and more
complete one, that considers what is proposed in Subsection 7.1.1, the search space
needs to be constrained and explored. Parameter Reduction is also considered. One
way that proved useful in the literature (see Section 2), are Evolutionary Techniques.
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7.1.3 Reconstruction of Data Identity Information
The DTLA addressing strategy, improves network size flexibility in the restrictive
address space the POLA strategy establishes, in order to minimize consumptions and
latencies. However, when the DTLA strategy is applied to the POLA strategy instead
of using static, unique addresses, the notion of identity is narrowed and when data
packets arrive to the sink node, reconstructing a relationship between the node that
sensed data and the data received can be a puzzling work to be performed on the
sink side. In this case, its better to perform such task on a system without the many
constraints a WSN has, such as a Workstation in the other side of the Sink node.
7.1.4 Artificial Curiosity
On many rescue applications, where every second is precious, there is a tradeoff be-
tween exploration and concentration: exploration must be performed in order to know
the surroundings, and concentration must deepen attention on certain points gathered
by exploration, in order to identify potential victims. Too much of either one can cost
lives, and that must be prevented at all cost; the real problem is that every disaster
scenario changes, and what is good enough in one scenario, can be too much on an-
other one, so adaptability under the constraints that characterize WSN is mandatory
for the application to succeed, and that is another tradeoff to handle.
By applying Schmidhuber’s theories on interestingness, artificial curiosity and in-
trinsic motivation, an equilibrium can be found between exploration and concentration,
and the mobile agents that communicate using a WSN, may have a good performance
on rescue applications [52], [53] and [54].
7.1.5 Security
When no security is applied, there is always the risk of a malicious attack. But
implementing security by adding too much weight to the packet overhead and too much
processing, is just not a good enough solution. For lightweight strategies, lightweight
but trustful security makes more sense. A lightweight scheme for security that works
with POLA/DTLA is also a possible direction for future work.
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